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Abstract

Researchers seeking to expand the capabilities of mobile robots have begun looking to

biological systems for inspiration. One particularly agile creature, the gecko lizard, is

remarkably adept at maneuvering across both flat and vertical surfaces. Some species

of gecko are even capable of climbing across inverted surfaces. The study of the gecko’s

adhesive system has informed the design of several synthetic adhesives in recent years.

However, these adhesives generally fail to match the gecko adhesive’s performance in

one fashion or another. Many previous synthetic gecko adhesives are not reusable or

they lack a method of control. Others do not have the ability to conform to surfaces

with any roughness, or to distribute forces across the many thousands of fibers evenly.

This work focuses on the design of a gecko-like adhesive system that achieves the level

of performance necessary for implementation on a small-scale climbing robot.

A gecko’s adhesive structure has a strong directional preference, allowing the an-

imal a method to control the stickiness of its feet. When loaded from the tip of

the toe towards the palm, the material exhibits high adhesion in both the shear and

normal direction. However, when this load is released, or when the toe is loaded in

a different direction, no adhesion is present. The early part of this thesis focuses

on the creation of a synthetic micro-structure that also displays a directional adhe-

sive dependence. First, a presentation of a new lithographic process used to create

asymmetric wedge-shaped cavities in a photo-sensitive epoxy at the scale of tens of

microns is made. Elastomeric materials were cast into these molds to produce the

synthetic micro structures. Analysis and laboratory testing of this material show its

strong directional dependence. The material’s performance for robotic climbing ap-

plications was promising at small sample sizes when tested on smooth surfaces like

iv



glass. However, the material proved inadequate for climbing because its performance

could not be scaled to areas greater than about 1 cm2, nor could it adhere to rough

surfaces.

The gecko uses a multi-tiered hierarchy to insure that its millions of sub-micron

sized spatulae make intimate contact with a surface regardless of its roughness. The

gecko’s system conforms across multiple length scales, distributing climbing forces

and allowing rapid locomotion with seemingly minimal control effort. In the second

main thrust of this work, hierarchical suspensions for fibrillar adhesives are analyzed,

and three iterations of a synthetic hierarchical adhesive design are detailed. The use

of these hierarchical suspensions with modified wedge micro-structures was successful

enough to allow a mobile robot platform to climb multiple vertical surfaces ranging

in roughness from glass to drywall. Data from large patches, well over 100 cm2, are

also included. Discussion of these results and their implications for future climbing

applications conclude the thesis.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Scientists have studied the locomotion and mobility of animals for thousands of years

in order to better understand the purposes and mechanisms of movement. Leland

Stanford’s famous photographs of running horses successfully documented the flight

phase of the gallop for the first time [1]. Aristotle published ”The History of Animals”

covering all sorts of animal locomotion, from riverworms’ exodus from water to land

to the study of geckos climbing walls [2].

The understanding of biological locomotion has often been accompanied by scien-

tific imitation. Long ago, Da Vinci and many other renaissance designers attempted

to build flying machines that imitated the birds in the skies [3], [4]. The invention

of submarines and improvements to their hydrodynamics owe something to nature

[5, 6, 7], not to mention the high-tech swim suits that have borrowed ideas from

sharks to help olympic swim champions break records [8, 9]. Legged robots such

as iSprawl, Rhex, Kolt, and Big Dog, have taken inspiration from cockroaches and

mammalian quadrapeds to improve speed and legged stability on various surfaces

[10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16]. In recent times, this form of imitation has been popu-

larized by the term, biomimetics. Figure 1.1 shows a breakdown of various modes

of robot locomotion, almost all of which have biologically inspired roots. Our work

focuses on climbing smooth vertical surfaces.

The flourish of research into biomimetic legged locomotion has naturally expanded

to climbing applications as the desire for mobility on more varied and complex surfaces

1
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has emerged. Researchers have looked to insects, mammals, and the gecko lizard

for insight on how to stick to and maneuver on vertical surfaces. Not surprisingly,

nature has evolved a variety of ways to stick to surfaces, from secretions of glue-

like substances in ants, slugs, and worms to the sharp, penetrating claws of cats

and rodents; from the small spine arrays of cave angel fish to the complicated dry-

adhesive pads of geckos. Remarkably, however, across this wide variety of examples,

each species satisfies several core requirements without which climbing would not be

possible.

We believe that distilling out these fundamental requirements and designing in

light of them will lead to the most profound scientific advancements. Distinguish-

ing these core principles from the minutia of a complex biological system allows

researchers to leverage the millions of years of evolution intelligently, rather than

pursuing raw imitation. This work seeks to identify the important features of climb-

ing adhesives, to design synthetic adhesives that adhere to those guidelines, and to

then apply those adhesives to a climbing robot, extending mobility to various vertical

surfaces.

1.1 Motivation

At the turn of the millenium, advancements in scanning electron microscopy and

micro-electro-mechanical-systems’ (MEMS) fabrication techniques facilitated several

breakthroughs in understanding how geckos stick to walls [21, 22]. Many attributes

of the gecko adhesive system were described, but perhaps most importantly, evidence

implicated van der Waals forces as the primary mechanism of adhesion, and sec-

ond, the adhesive strength of this contact was found to be very dependent on the

loading trajectory. Synthetic adhesives with gecko-like attributes have great promise

for climbing applications where this directional dependence creates a mechanism for

controlling adhesion.

In robotics, exploration robots used in disaster situations and space exploration

require an ability to move through unstructured terrain [23, 24]. Current wheeled

and tread-based robots are limited to flat and modestly inclined surfaces, and this
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situation can inhibit their capabilities. Robots that can climb walls would extend

the capabilities of these exploration vehicles to vertical and heavily inclined surfaces.

While other attachment mechanisms exist, climbing robots with advanced synthetic

adhesives have particular promise over the previous generation of climbing robots

that had to utilize magnetic or pressure-sensitive mechanisms of adhesion [25, 26].

Specifically, synthetic adhesives have great potential to increase the range of climbable

surface, to reduce power consumption, and to increase the longevity of an attachment

pad.

Although the remainder of this document will focus on climbing applications, sev-

eral other applications for these adhesive structures deserve brief mention here. A

gecko-like synthetic adhesive (GSA) could potentially be used in industrial or man-

ufacturing/assembly applications where a residue free and releasable tape is needed.

Researchers are also considering these materials for use as biological suture replace-

ments both internally [27] and on the skin. One can also imagine these adhesives in

a variety of consumer products from infinitely reusable post-it notes to wall mounts

for flat screen TVs, speakers, or picture frames that do not require any drilling into

the studs of a wall. These adhesives would also have interesting uses in robotic skins

and on manipulators as the contacting surface of graspers.

1.2 Thesis outline

First, this thesis will present and justify the requirements for climbing adhesives in

Chapter 2. The section will make logical arguments for why each of the requirements

is needed, citing biological adhesive systems in each case as well. These requirements

are not only for GSAs, but for all forms of climbing apparatus. Then, using these

requirements as a metric, Chapter 3 reviews the gecko adhesive system as an exis-

tence proof of a climbing adhesive, then evaluates previous work on synthetic climbing

adhesives and discusses their utility and potential applications. Many fibrillar struc-

tures have been fabricated and are compared according to their performance and

applicability to climbing. Alternative mechanisms for climbing like magnets, electro-

statics, and pressure sensitive adhesives are also evaluated according to the required
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criteria and compared with GSAs. Chapter 4 presents the design and fabrication

of a single level, directional adhesive. The novel lithographic fabrication process

is described as well as the set of materials from which the adhesive structure was

cast. Variations to the basic process are also presented, producing slightly modified

shapes and sizes of the microstructure array. Chapter 5 includes a description of the

experimental testing procedure and quantitative data on the microstructured adhe-

sives’ performance. These data suggest the need of a multi-level hierarchical system.

Chapter 6 presents the design, modeling, fabrication, and experimental data for sev-

eral two-level hierarchical systems and discusses the application of these hierarchical

systems to macro-scale climbing platforms. The models developed are compared to

the empirical performance of the suspension structures. The results of this research

into hierarchical adhesive systems has wide applicability beyond the microstructures

developed by our lab. In fact, many of the problems faced by single-level GSA struc-

tures are universal, and can be addressed by the hierarchical approach presented here.

Chapter 7 offers a brief summary and some thoughts about the future direction of

this research and its applications.

1.3 Contributions

The results of this work include both process and application based findings cen-

tering on fibrillar adhesives. These findings contribute to the growing field of mi-

crostructured adhesives and to the larger body of research on biomimetics. The most

significant contributions are as follows:

• Novel angled litography technique: A new lithographic process was developed

to create three dimensional structures in thick films. The technique is based

on multiple angled exposures before development in a photosensitive epoxy-like

material, SU-8.

• Design, fabrication, and testing of a microstructured directional adhesive: Ar-

rays of wedge shaped elastomeric fibers were fabricated and tested on a custom

force measurement apparatus. These structures exhibited several gecko-like
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properties desirable for climbing applications including long lifetime, the ability

to be controlled, dynamic adhesion, and a non-adhesive default state including

others.

• Design, fabrication, and testing of hierarchical suspension structures for fibrillar

adhesives: Compliant suspension structures were fabricated to improve the per-

formance of microstructured adhesives. These structures were analyzed, tested,

and iterated upon for adhesion enhancement.

• Application of microstructured adhesives to climbing applications: The hierar-

chical structures were successfully applied to a climbing robot platform and

demonstrated in large scale (>30kg) hanging weight tests to investigate the

feasibility of future human climbing tools.



Chapter 2

Requirements for climbing

adhesives

To understand the requirements on a generalized climbing adhesive, we break climb-

ing into three phases. The first phase, attachment, encompasses the placement and

loading of the adhesive on the climbing surface. This is followed by the stance phase,

where the adhesive must maintain contact with the surface while the climber advances

its center of mass up the wall. The final phase is detachment, when an adhesive breaks

contact with the surface so that it can be cycled around freely to reattach higher on

the surface. Each of these phases of climbing gives rise to certain requirements on

the adhesive material or method, summarized in Figure 2.1.

During attachment, an adhesive must conform to a surface to secure a strong

adhesive bond. Many surfaces have roughness such that the apparent area of contact

is very different than the real area of contact. If one imagines a surface profile as

a mountain range, two rigid surfaces with a large apparent area of contact are in

reality only making contact where the peaks of the respective mountain ranges are

interacting. This situation has a low real area of contact, and in many regions of

the adhesive patch, the attractive forces will be outside their range of operation. For

van der Waals forces, the envelope of contact separation for useful levels of adhesion

is only a few nanometers [28], so this kind of peak-to-peak contact is unacceptable.

Magnetic, electrostatic, and suction forces also fall off rapidly as the distance between

7
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surfaces increases. Therefore, a climbing adhesive must conform to the topography of

a surface and align itself so that a high percentage of its area is in intimate contact

(within a few nms) with a climbing surface. This can be accomplished through the

use of soft, compliant materials that can deform to match the profile of the climbing

surface, or alternatively, through the use of a hierarchical suspension. In any method,

a large area of real contact must be established.

Once contact has been established, the climber can move into the stance phase

where it is raising its center of mass up the surface, relying on the adhesive to stay in

static contact with the wall. In order for this to occur, the loads placed on the adhesive

must be distributed across the contact patch. Isolating a leading or trailing edge with

a higher percentage of the load can easily lead to stress concentrations, peeling, and

crack propagation that will cause a patch to lose contact with the surface. If a

climbing adhesive has a maximum adhesive capability per unit area, then the ideal

scenario during stance is to distribute the stress across a patch such that no point

exceeds the maximum stress of the adhesive. For the best performance, an entire

patch would be equally stressed to a value very close to the maximum adhesive stress

mentioned earlier. The elastic springback force of a patch must also be considered in

the load sharing requirement. In most cases, it takes a finite preload force to conform

an adhesive to a surface. Contact is established and adhesive forces come into play,

but the elastic deformation that has occurred to bring the patch into contact will

have a corresponding springback component that works against the overall adhesive

force. This springback force must be less than the attractive force if net adhesion is

to be achieved. As an example, a person can push his or her palm firmly against a

brick wall, causing the skin and tissue to deform and match the surface roughness of

the brick. Van der Waals adhesive forces will be present for regions of contact within

the envelope of attraction (several nms separation), but these attractive forces cannot

be utilized for climbing, because they are far less in magnitude than the forces arising

due to stretching and deforming the hand. When pressure into the brick is released,

the tissue of the palm will spring back to its default geometry, reducing the real area

of contact dramatically.

The third and fourth requirements of a climbing adhesive fall out of the cyclical
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nature of climbing. Because a climber must go through the attach-stance-detach

cycle many times during a climb, an adhesive must be robust to cyclical loading.

This can be summarized by a requirement of reusability. An efficient climber cannot

carry single use adhesive patches onboard, nor can it spend time and energy cleaning

its adhesive patches between steps. One trait that can aid in the reusability of an

adhesive is control. If a material’s adhesive properties can be turned on and off by a

climber, it can reduce the high forces present during a detachment of the adhesive.

The ability to control adhesion allows a climber to be sticky only when the adhesive

is in the attachment and stance phases, and to detach from a surface in a non-sticky

state with minimal force and energy.

Figure 2.1 shows a summary of the phases of climbing and the corresponding

requirements. These requirements are discussed more fully in the following sections.

Figure 2.1: Three phases of climbing give rise to four fundamental requirements for

a climbing adhesive
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2.1 Controllable

Perhaps the most important requirement for a climbing adhesive that differs from

conventional adhesive behavior is controllability. While the applications of conven-

tional adhesives are often single use applications where careful positioning of the

adhesive is possible, climbing requires an adhesive to become very sticky when placed

against the climbing surface, but to have a default unsticky state the remainder of

the time, whether in flight or during detachment. The ideal climbing adhesive can be

touched lightly to a surface with a low energy of attachment to engage the adhesive.

The resulting adhesion, while activated, supports the weight of the climber and any

dynamic forces of climbing. When it is time for the climber to take another step up

the wall, the adhesive should deactivate and come away from the wall with little or

no energy of detachment. The ability to turn the adhesive on or off depending on

circumstance is the essence of the controllability requirement.

There are a host of materials in the world that have the ability to support a

climber’s weight on vertical surfaces, from natural materials like tree sap to the iconic

gray roll of duct tape. However, for climbing, these default sticky materials are

insufficient. While they have the necessary adhesive ability, they are poor choices for

climbing applications due to their inefficiency, lack of stability, and inability to work

at high speeds.

Climbing is by nature an energy intensive form of locomotion. Unlike horizontal

motion, where momentum and energy storage in tendons and muscles can sustain

motion with limited additional energy input, climbing requires a constant energy input

to balance the gain in potential energy of the climber as it moves up the wall. The

energy required to climb a surface can be broken down into three components, energy

of attachment, Eattach, which includes the preload forces and gripping movements

necessary to engage the adhesive contact; the stance energy, Estance, which is primarily

the work done to raise the center of mass of the climber a given distance up the wall,

but also any continued energy that must be put into the adhesive contact to maintain

adhesion; and finally the energy of detachment, Edetach, which is the energy that must

be put into the system to break the adhesive contact. These input energies result in
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a change in the potential energy of the climber, Ugained as well as the kinetic energy

of motion up the wall Ukinetic. Considering the quasi static scenario of slow climbing

where the upward velocity is low, we can omit Ukinetic and write the efficiency of

climbing as follows:

η =
Ug

Ea + Es + Ed
(2.1)

This equation illustrates how important it is for the adhesive structure to minimize

the necessary energy of attachment and the energy of detachment. Considering again

duct tape as an example, it requires a significant preload pressure to initiate strong

adhesion, and subsequently requires a large energy input to break the adhesive con-

tact. Comparatively, the gecko lizard requires a minimal amount of energy to engage

its microstructured sticky feet, and near zero energy to break the adhesive contact.

This makes the gecko an efficient climber, and a potential duct-tape-bot rather in-

efficient. The gecko controls its adhesive forces by an induced shear load [21, 29],

but this is only one way to control adhesion and more examples are discussed in the

following chapters.

Controllable adhesives also contribute to the stability of a climber. The ability to

switch between states of high adhesion and low adhesion allows patches of material

to be removed from the climbing surface without large perturbations to the climber.

In an uncontrolled adhesive like duct tape, removing a foot from the wall requires

a large force of detachment to overcome the uniformly high level of adhesion. This

large detachment force can shake the climber as a foot “pops” off the surface. These

perturbations make it difficult to maintain a smooth gait as the climber moves up

the wall. In the worst cases, these sudden detachment forces can dynamically load

the still adhering feet above their adhesive threshold and cause a fall. Conversely,

an adhesive that can switch between states of high adhesion and low adhesion can

remain stable during the attachment and stance phases of climbing by using a state

of high adhesion, but can switch to a state of low adhesion when detaching a foot

from the wall. This allows smoother climbing and reduces the chances of falling.

The potential for fast climbing also depends on a controllable adhesive. If a high

force is required to remove a patch from the wall, it requires a finite amount of time
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to peel or pull away from the surface. However, an adhesive that can switch its level

of adhesion can have a near zero force detachment and the ability to remove a foot

from the wall almost instantaneously. The gecko can attach its feet to a surface in

only 5 ms and detach in just 15 ms [30]. Not all controllable adhesives can switch

between adhesive states this quickly, some methods of control require a finite switching

time between states, but control is a necessary, if not sufficient requirement for fast

climbing. A foot covered in duct tape would be extremely difficult, if not impossible,

to remove from a surface in only 15 ms.

2.2 Reusable

A climber uses its adhesive patches much like a runner uses shoes, over and over

with every step. It is impractical for a climber to replace or clean its adhesive with

every use, just as it is impractical for a runner to switch his/her shoes every step

of a race. Certain adhesive applications are single use, but a climber, no matter

its configuration, must rely on an adhesive many times if it is to make significant

traction up a wall. The gecko adhesive system has been shown to retain adhesion for

over 30,000 trials [31, 32] in the laboratory, and reuses its pads for several months in

the wild before molting and growing new skin structures on its toes.

Some would argue that a fresh coat of adhesive spray could be applied with each

step, or that a roll of excess tape could be stored on a climber, but this is undesirable

because of the additional weight that must be carried onboard for long term operation.

Additionally, this concept can be impractical if the adhesive structure is difficult to

manufacture, as is the case with many synthetic MEMS-based fibrillar adhesives.

Common failure modes of both microstructured and non-microstructured adhe-

sives include contamination by dirt, damage from excessive preload, and plastic defor-

mation during pulloff. These problems can be overcome by matching good material

choices with the given application, and by designing intelligent geometry into the ad-

hesive. Climbing rough surfaces also requires compliance on a scale large enough to

absorb variations in the wall that could otherwise damage brittle adhesive structures

like carbon nanotubes, or tear-susceptible adhesives like thin film elastomers.
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2.3 Conformation to surfaces

The contact between a climbing adhesive and the climbing surface depends not only

on the properties of the adhesive, but greatly on the properties of the climbing surface

as well. All surfaces in the world have measurable roughness. The smoothest of these

surfaces only vary by the spacing of a few atoms across large areas. Glass microscope

slides, for instance, have an RMS roughness of less than 20 nanometers [33]. (RMS

roughness is a commonly used metric for characterizing the roughness of a surface, it

is the square root of the average deviation from the mean height of a surface profile

[34].) Surfaces with RMS roughness less than 50 nm will be considered “smooth”

for the remainder of this work. However, other surfaces that still feel smooth to a

human’s touch can have RMS roughness values as great as 5 µm. Let us classify these

surfaces, which have texture beyond the molecular level but not so much variation as

to be considered rough by the layman, as “semi-smooth”. These would be surfaces

with RMS roughness in the range of 50 nm to about 15 µm and would include many

surfaces that we encounter in the manmade world. Metal cabinets and laminated

wooden doors (RMS 4 µm) would fall into the semi-smooth classification, whereas

the textured paint on most drywall interiors of modern homes (RMS = 20 µm) [33]

would be at the boundary of semi-smooth and rough surfaces. We can classify surfaces

with RMS roughness greater than 15 µm as truly “rough”. With these surfaces, the

roughness is easily perceivable by both touch and sight. Cinder blocks, stucco, tree

bark (RMS = 27 µm), and brick are familiar examples of this class of materials.

On rough surfaces, the asperities and irregularities of the surface are actually

large enough to grip with claws or talons as birds, cats, and rodents often do in

the natural world. Robots can mimic this form of gripping with penetrating dactyls

or several macroscale claws [35, 20, 36, 37]. Insects often climb using directional

spines on the tips of their feet that drag down a surface until they catch on a suffi-

ciently large asperity. Climbing robots have also utilized this technique with arrays

of microspines[38, 39, 40]. However, these techniques are ill-suited for semi-smooth

and smooth surfaces where asperities are smaller and more sparsely spaced.

On semi-smooth surfaces, climbing adhesives offer an attractive alternative. Yet,
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many microstructured adhesives have features so small that they cannot match the

surface roughness of any but the smoothest of walls. Even on glass-smooth surfaces,

these structures face the daunting challenge of maintaining good angular alignment

across the adhesive patch, an area that is quite large compared to the length scale of

the adhesive element. The ability of an adhesive patch to conform to variations in the

roughness of a surface, and to overcome slight misalignments in application angle, is

necessary for robust and reliable climbing. Many tapes conform to surface variations

by flowing under an applied pressure until a consistent and intimate contact is made

across the entire piece. Fibrillar adhesives like the gecko’s toe structure utilize several

levels of suspension that operate at different length scales to match the roughness of a

surface. This hierarchical arrangement proves critical for any climber that operates on

semi-smooth surfaces with fibrillar adhesives. Hierarchy also helps to scale patch sizes

up to more usable areas by compensating for the increasing demand on alignment.

The ability to conform to a surface is what ultimately makes most adhesives

sticky. Some glues rely on chemical bonding, like cyanoacrylate. Electrostatics and

magnetism can also create attractive forces between two bodies, and capillary forces

are responsible for wet pieces of paper sticking to walls. Most commercial and in-

dustrial adhesive tapes, however, generate adhesion through van der Waals forces.

These forces rely on atoms that in close proximity to each other generate temporary

dipole moments that attract. These weak forces, when summed over many millions

of atoms, can create significant forces like the ones seen in duct tape and gecko toes.

Because these forces fall off quickly as the distance between atoms increases, surfaces

that fail to make intimate contact over large areas cannot support appreciable loads.

This situation is the case with most contacts. The apparent single, continuous contact

between a picture frame and an interior wall is actually a distribution of many con-

tacts where only the uppermost specs of paint on the wall are touching the outermost

grains of wood from the picture frame. Because the wood and paint are incapable of

intimately conforming to one another, they cannot generate enough summed van der

Waals interactions to support any adhesive loads, thus the need for a nail. Climbing

adhesives must conform far better than this if they are to generate enough adhesion

to support a climber, but conformation is only one part of generating and maintaining
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an adhesive contact. After this intimate contact is established, the loading pattern

must not create significant stress concentrations that induce peeling moments or over-

load the capabilities of local areas of contact. This ability to maintain a good contact

after conforming to a surface is the final requirement for a climbing adhesive, even

load distribution.

2.4 Equal load distribution

During the attachment phase of climbing, a climbing adhesive conforms to the surface

creating intimate contact across a high percentage of the patch’s area. This attach-

ment phase concludes as the climber starts to load the adhesive (the stance phase)

and use it for upward motion.

A simple example using scotch tape exemplifies the importance of the loading

mechanics during stance. Consider a strip of Scotch TapeTMplaced on a vertical wall.

If a load is applied at the top edge of this patch, peeling will initiate quickly and the

intimate contact that supports the load will be sequentially broken as the tape peels

downwards. However, if a glass slide is attached to the back of this same piece of

tape, and the same load is applied this time to the glass slide, you can increase the

adhesive power of the tape dramatically because the load is being distributed across

the entirety of the patch.

The glass slide in the example above improves the maximum load by ensuring

that the entire patch is near its maximum adhesive stress. Without the glass slide,

the top edge of the tape is subjected to a very concentrated load, which becomes the

leading edge of a crack that propagates down the piece of tape. One problem with

rigid backings like the glass slide, though, is that they do not permit conformation

to even modest surface roughnesses, so non-flowable adhesives will not be able to

meet the conformation requirement with this type of setup. This is the fundamental

trade off that must be addressed in the engineering of a climbing adhesive; how can

a structure be compliant in conformation, but stiff in load sharing.

While the example is useful to understand the importance of even load distribu-

tion and the differences between a sequential peeling detachment and sudden bulk
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detachment, real climbing applications are much more complicated than a flowable

adhesive on a very smooth surface. Semi-smooth and rough surfaces increase the

challenge of conformation because of the undulations and discontinuities in the sur-

face. These surface variations also increase the complexity of load distribution. If an

adhesive accumulates internal stress while conforming to a surface, that stress will

bias the load distribution. Areas of an adhesive patch that undergo larger deflections

during conformation are likely to fail at lower loads because they will experience a

kind of pre-stress, which offsets the appliable load.

Fibrillar adhesives, like that of the gecko, face additional challenges with load dis-

tribution since neighboring contacts may often be at different displacements according

to the roughness of the surface. These variations create different bending moments

and shear forces from fiber to fiber. Yet, when a large load is applied, all of the

contacts, regardless of their displacement and stress state, must contribute adhesion

to support large loads. While neighboring atoms in a flowable adhesive have a high

degree of coupling, neighboring fibers in a gecko’s adhesive structure are decoupled

at several length scales according to the multiple tiers of the hierarchy. It is the dual

purpose of this hierarchy to allow the nano-scale features to conform to roughness on

the order of sandstone, yet still equalize the loading pattern such that those many

millions of nano-scale contacts are all contributing to the support of climbing loads.



Chapter 3

Background

3.1 Gecko

Who in Nature holds the title of ’best climber’? While a baboon or a cat might be the

largest, a bacteria or unicellular organism the smallest, insects the most numerous,

the gecko lizard climbs more surfaces at faster speeds than any living thing on Earth.

There are over 500 species of gecko, but the Tokay Gecko is one of the largest and

most studied [41]. The Tokay Gecko is known for its intricate foot and toe physiology;

and while some geckos have a distal claw that they use when climbing very rough

surfaces, the hairy adhesive structures on the gecko’s feet are of most interest to this

work.

3.1.1 Mechanism of gecko adhesion

The mechanism of gecko adhesion was a subject of scientific dispute for many years.

Interlocking, suction, electrostatics, capillary forces, and intermolecular forces were

all posed as hypotheses. Interlocking was the prevalent theory [42, 43], but was

ruled out when the elements of a gecko foot were deemed too large to fit into any

irregularities in a smooth glass surface [44]. Experiments performed in a vacuum

indicated that suction did not play a role in gecko adhesion and further experiments

eliminated electrostatics as a possible mechanism [45]. Several early experiments on

17
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substrates of varying surface energy gave credence to the van der Waals hypothesis

[46], but it was not until the new millenium that van der Waals forces were confirmed

as the primary mechanism of adhesion in the gecko[21, 22].

To prove van der Waals forces as the dominant adhesive mechanism of capillary

forces, Autumn et al. measured the adhesive forces of single gecko toes on two

surfaces, i) a gallium arsenide semiconductor wafer that is hydrophobic but polarizable

and ii) a silicon dioxide semiconductor wafer that is hydrophilic and polarizable[22].

The perpendicular force of a single setal stalk was also measured on a hydrophilic

silicon dioxide surface and a hydrophobic pure silicon surface. It was predicted that

if capillary forces played a large role in the adhesion of the gecko samples, that

measured adhesion values would be much lower on hydrophobic surfaces. This was

not the case, however, as adhesion values were remarkably similar on all surfaces.

This strong evidence for van der Waals forces as the mechanism of adhesion in fibrillar

structures like the gecko’s toes helped spark a boom in research into synthetic gecko-

like adhesives.

Recent publications, however, argue that capillary forces still play a significant

role in gecko adhesion. Huber et al. performed experiments testing single spatulae

adhesion on two types of semiconductor wafers before and after silanization, a process

which changes the hydrophobicity of the surface [47, 48]. Experiments were also

performed in a humidity controlled chamber as humidity was changed from 0 to

60%. These experiments showed variation in the measured adhesive forces by up to

50% based on capillary contributions. At 0% humidity, spatulae still had significant

adhesive forces, suggesting that van der Waals forces are certainly acting, but may

be supplemented by capillary forces at higher ambient humidity levels. Niewiarowski

et al. also performed experiments where both humidity and temperature were varied,

but took data for whole geckos instead of single spatulae [49]. Niewiarowski’s results

also indicated capillary forces contribute to the adhesive capability of the gecko.
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3.1.2 Gecko foot anatomy and physiology

The gecko foot has evolved a complex structure to adhere to rough surfaces in its nat-

ural habitat like sandstone [50]. The hierarchy of features operates at multiple length

scales allowing the smallest elements to discretely contact a surface on an atomic

level. These structures also help in load distribution, limiting stress concentrations

that would cause detachment at sub-maximal adhesive pressures.

On the largest length scale, the gecko toes themselves act as an element in the

adhesive system. Compliant blood sacs act as hydrostatic cushions supporting the

epidermal elements of the adhesive structure [51, 52], while also conforming to longer

wavelength variations in surfaces. Flap like structures called lamellae provide com-

pliance at a millimeter scale. A tokay gecko typically has about 20 lamellae per toe

[53]. Setal stalks cover each of these lamellae at an average density of 14,400 per

square millimeter [54, 55] with higher densities closer to the palm and lower densities

on more distal lamellae [50]. A typical setae is approximately 100 microns in length

and 5um in diameter [56, 57], but setae also vary along the length of the toe. Seta are

typically thinner and shorter at the proximal end of the toe and close to the base of

a lamellae [50]. Setae are not straight fibers; the tips curve inwards slightly towards

the palm [45, 56, 29]. The tips of setae branch apart like a tuft of broccoli into 100-

1000 terminal spatulae. Spatulae are triangular and generally flare outwards from

the branched setal end [58]. Spatuale are approximately 10nm thick and 150-275 nm

across at their widest point [58, 59].

Studies have shown that gecko setae originate from the β layer of the reptile’s

epidermus [44, 56]. These proteinaceous structures are acellular, and are replaced

at each molting cycle. Recent biochemical evidence has identified β-keratin as the

primary molecule in gecko setae [60, 61]. A further study confirmed this using Xray

diffraction, Raman Spectroscopy, and Electrophoresis, but also found trace evidence

of α-kerains presence [58]. The method of growth and differentiation at the tips of

setae, however, is still unknown. Peattie et al. reported a Young’s Modulus of 1.5

GPa as the bulk material property of gecko setae [62].
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3.1.3 Mechanics of the gecko adhesive system

The mechanics of the gecko’s highly evolved adhesive system are not straightforward,

but have been studied with good progress in the past decade. Macro-scale observa-

tions of geckos showed the use of digital hyperextension to peel toes away from the

wall before detachment [63]. At a smaller scale, MEMS sensors showed gecko setae

do not provide significant adhesive forces without a proper preload trajectory that

includes a component parallel to the climbing surface. Tests on isolated, single gecko

setae revealed a tenfold increase in adhesive force of setae that were loaded parallel

to the surface after initially making contact [21]. Later experiments utilizing con-

tact angle measurements of water droplets went so far as to say that the gecko setae

have a default non-adhesive state because will not stick to surfaces unless preloaded

with a motion parallel to the surface [64]. This behavior prevents accidental engage-

ment of the feet with unintended surfaces or particles, and would be an evolutionary

advantage for animals.

This direction dependent adhesion was further explored in a series of experiments

on whole geckos, gecko toes, and setal arrays [29]. These results all showed a strong

dependence of pull-off force on the direction and amount of preload applied. A

model, termed “Directional Adhesion”, was formed that closely matched the data

from geckos. This model is shown with superimposed data in Figure 3.1 along with a

traditional model of adhesive contacts based on the theory and experiments of John-

son, Kendall, and Roberts (JKR) [65] and the Kendall Peel Model [66]. The theoret-

ical details of these models are discussed further in the next section. The models are

presented here as two dimensional limit curves in force space [67, 68]. Combinations

of shear and normal force that fall within the shaded regions of the limit curve are

“safe” and contact will be maintained, whereas the curve itself represents the failure

points, at which the combination of forces will result in contact failure through de-

tachment or the initiation of sliding. Two very important differences exist between

the models: i) adding shear forces to these models increases the sustainable adhesive

force for the Directional Adhesion model, but decreases this force in the JKR model,

and ii) the Directional Adhesion model intersects the origin, indicating that at zero

shear force, contact can be released with zero pull-off force. These two properties are
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responsible for the gecko’s ability to control its adhesion, the first requirement men-

tioned in chapter 2. By pulling down a vertical wall during attachment and stance,

a gecko ensures a high level of adhesion, but by unweighting its foot and exerting

no shear forces, it can peel away a foot with negligible detachment force and at high

speeds.

Figure 3.1: A) The frictional adhesion model has increasing adhesive capability with

an applied shear load in a preferred direction. The limit curve crosses the origin

indicating that the material can be detached with zero force. Data from live geckos

is shown in red.[29] B) The JKR adhesion model has maximum adhesive capability

with no applied shear load, and decreasing performance with increasing shear. An

adhesive that fits this model always has a finite detachment force. C) The Kendall

Peel adhesion model has adhesive capability that depends on the angle of peel. It

has finite detachment force at zero shear loading, and at every other angle of peel.

Figure reproduced with permission from Kellar Autumn.

The Directional Adhesion model can be extended to explain a geckos ability to

climb on inverted surfaces and its ability to maneuver in any orientation on a vertical

wall [69]. Because the gravity vector of the gecko’s body weight is no longer parallel

to the surface on inverted or overhanging structures, the gecko must generate internal

forces within its feet and from foot to foot by opposing its feet and pulling inwards

towards its body. This makes climbing a much more active endeavor because even
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static hanging requires significant forces. This may explain why geckos seem very

comfortable on vertical surfaces, which they can cling to passively, and why they spend

less time clinging to ceilings or inverted surfaces [70]. Bats, as a counterexample,

can hook their feet into crevices on an inverted surface and hang quite comfortably

because they are not exerting significant grasping forces as a gecko would have to do.

On vertical surfaces, geckos orient their feet so that the gravity vector of their body

weight is aligned with the preferred loading direction of their feet. This is especially

obvious in observations of geckos climbing down walls head first as in Figure 3.2,

where the rear feet rotate 180 degrees to match their preferred loading direction.

Research has also been done into the anti-clumping behavior of the gecko adhesive

system. While it can produce very high adhesive pressures, the structure does not

bundle or self-stick, as might be suspected for such high aspect ratio features as

gecko setae. Two approaches to this problem have been put forward, one treating the

condition as a crack propagation problem [71] and the other, evaluating the situation

as an energy balance between work of adhesion and elastic strain energy [72, 73].

Another remarkable feature of the gecko adhesive is reusability. Longevity tests

performed on setal arrays showed only a 9% decrease in adhesive force and a 7.2%

decrease in shear force after 30,000 trials [32] without any cleanings. In fact, the

gecko is not known to clean its feet at all in the wild, and so the adhesive structure

has been termed self-cleaning [74]. Experiments using microspheres to contaminate

live and dead gecko toes showed marked improvement in adhesion after several steps

following contamination; the adhesive structure shedding the ’dirt’ as the foot was

used. This behavior was further explained by a contact mechanics analysis of the

spatular structures of the gecko, where there exists an energy disequilibrium between

the particles attractive forces to the gecko’s discrete structures, and the attractive

forces between the particles and the continuous climbing surface [74].

3.2 Theoretical literature on gecko adhesion

Significant work in solid mechanics has centered on fibrillar adhesives and the inter-

action of discrete contacts with a continuous, often times varying, surface. These
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Figure 3.2: The Tokay gecko rotates its rear feet when climbing down a vertical
surface head first. This allows the directional preference of the adhesive patches to
be loaded by gravity acting on the center of mass of the animal. The arrows indicate
the orientation of the preferred loading direction for each foot. The front left foot is
oriented such that the gecko may utilize internal forces to cling to the wall.
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contributions not only further our understanding of what exists in nature, but often

suggest how to modify design parameters for the synthetic adhesives discussed in the

following section. The work is easily split into two subsections, one focusing on the

mechanics and adhesion of a single element in contact with a surface, and the other

focusing on the mechanics of the fibers and suspension structures behind the contacts.

Much of the work on surface contacts builds upon the theoretical groundwork for

van der Waals forces. The initial calculation of the potential energy between two

particles a certain distance apart was performed by Lennard-Jones [28]. This work

was later extended to the attractive forces between a particle and a surface, and

the forces between two surfaces [75, 76]. These equations were then expanded and

improved to provide a better fit with empirical data [77].

Contact theory as a mathematical consideration of the deformation of solids due

to forces (including van der Waals) between surfaces began with Hertz’s model of two

elastic spheres in compression due to an external load [78]. Many years later, Johnson,

Kendall, and Roberts expanded the Hertz result to include an adhesive term between

the elastic spheres due to van der Waals forces [65] which is commonly called the

JKR model. The JKR model was disputed by the Derjaguin-Muller-Toporov (DMT)

model [79], which takes into effect the non-contacting ring around the elastically

deformed contact, and later improved further by the Maugis-Dugdale (MD) model

[80], which bridges the gap between the JKR and DMT regimes. These adjustments

account for long range surface forces not considered by JKR elastic calculations and

are more applicable to certain adhesive situations, but due to the complexity of math

in these formulas and their modest differentials in predictive capabilities for fibrillar

adhesives, simple JKR theory is the most often used model in this field.

Sub-micron fibers are attractive as GSAs because of their high degree of contact

splitting. Arzt et al. showed that by increasing the number of contacts while main-

taing a constant overall real area of contact (self-similar scaling), that van-der Waals

adhesive forces derived from the JKR model could be increased [81]. This is expressed

by

Fc′ =
√
nFc (3.1)
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where Fc′ is the enhanced pulloff force, Fc the nominal pulloff force, and n the number

of contacts. Therefore, it makes sense to make fibers as small as possible, effectively

splitting the load across as many contacts as possible. This theory is supported by

data from several animal species that use dry adhesive contacts as shown in Figure

3.3 where the required load (weight of the animal) scales with the size of the terminal

contacts.

However, in reality, the animal takes advantage of an impor-
tant consequence of contact theory: inspection of Eq. 3 shows
that the adhesion force is proportional to a linear dimension of
the contact; therefore, by splitting up the contact into n sub-
contacts (setae), each with radius R!!n (self-similar scaling),
the total adhesion force is increased to

F"C ! "n!FC. [4]

Van der Waals forces (with typical adhesion energies in the
range from 50 to 10 mJ!m2) now create sufficient attachment
strength, provided the number of setae is of order 103 to 104 per
fly pulvillus. This is indeed in accordance with our microscopic
observations (Fig. 1).

It is interesting that such an approach allows some simple
predictions to be made about scaling of attachment devices
between small and large animals: for dimensionality reasons, the
weight of the animal increases more rapidly than the area of the

foot-to-substrate contact. This has to be compensated by a
simultaneous increase in the setal density. It is shown in the
Appendix that two simple cases can be considered:

(i) For self-similar scaling, the contact radius of the terminal
elements is linearly related to their size. The setal areal density
NA is then expected to scale as

NA ! 4"2m2/3, [5]

where " # (2kp2/3#2/3g!3$%) is a geometry-insensitive param-
eter, # is the average mass density, g is the gravitational
acceleration, k is a ‘‘safety’’ factor, and p is a shape factor.

(ii) For curvature invariance, the contact radius R is assumed
to be independent of seta size. This leads to

NA !
"

R m1/3. [6]

Lines of these slopes are included in Fig. 3 and can now be
compared with the experimental data. It is striking that the
assumption of self-similarity (Eq. 5), leading to a slope of 2!3,
explains the scaling, from the fruit f ly to the gecko, very well.
Also a value for " can be extracted; the best fit is obtained for
" # 3.8 $ 106 m%1!kg%1/3.

Closer inspection of Fig. 3 reveals some additional subtleties.
Whereas the relationship between body mass and density of
single contacts is well borne out for the complete sample of
animals from different evolutionary lineages (red line), the slope
appears to be lower within each lineage and approaches the value
1!3 predicted for curvature invariance (green lines). Especially
within lineages of beetles and flies this modified dependence
renders an improved description of the data. Using the above
value for ", values of contact radius R can be extracted from the
data: R & 1.6 &m for the flies (excluding the ultra-light fruit f ly)
and R & 0.3 &m for the lizards. It may be suggested that in
heavier animals within a given lineage adhesion is improved by
increasing the seta density slightly at a given radius of curvature
of the terminal elements. In lineages with much larger body
mass, both the seta diameter and the radius of curvature have to

Fig. 1. Terminal elements (circles) in animals with hairy design of attachment pads. Note that heavier animals exhibit finer adhesion structures.

Fig. 2. Dependence of the terminal element density (NA) of the attachment
pads on the body mass (m) in hairy-pad systems of diverse animal groups
(log!NA(m%2) # 13.8 ' 0.699!log!m(kg), R # 0.919).

10604 # www.pnas.org!cgi!doi!10.1073!pnas.1534701100 Arzt et al.

Figure 3.3: The number of setae for a given biological species increases with the mass

of the animal, showing the contact splitting principle. Reproduced with permission

from Eduard Arzt [81]

The size of the fiber is not the only factor that determines the adhesive capability

of a fibrillar array. Gao and Yao showed a high theoretical dependence on the adhesion

of a single fiber based on the shape of the contact [82]. For the case of a rigid fiber in

contact with an elastic halfspace, the ideal shape was derived to be concave, similar

to a suction cup. One very interesting finding of this work, was that the variation

between the adhesion of the ideal contact shape and the non-ideal contact shape
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decreased as the fiber size decreased, eventually converging at a shape insensitive

fiber size where all tip shapes yielded the same theoretical strength of adhesion. For

assumed parameters similar to the gecko’s adhesive system, this shape-insensitive

threshold was calculated to be 64 nm. This is smaller than the critical dimension of

almost all synthetic gecko adhesives, excepting only the smallest carbon nanotubes. It

is also smaller than the major dimension of the gecko’s contact features, the spatulae,

which have a major dimension of approximately 200 nm [59]. So for most fibrillar

adhesives, shape matters, and for larger fibers, it matters a lot.

Building off of this work, Spolenak et al. investigated common contact shapes

found in biological systems [83]. These included spherical, conical, filament-like,

toroidal, band-like, suction cup, and flat. While flat contacts had high theoretical

adhesive capabilities, it was noted that they required the highest degree of alignment

precision, and are only found in grasshoppers’ attachment pads with very low elastic

modulus. The toroidal contact showed very high adhesive potential at small radii

and was found in beetles and flies, while the band-like structures also had a high

theoretical strength and were similar in shape to the gecko’s spatulae. The suction

cup was calculated to be effective only for radii larger than 10 µm, and was only

found in biological systems above this threshold.

Other studies investigated the effect of various assumptions on the theoretical JKR

model. Yao et al. studied the difference between the theoretical adhesion strength of

surface-sphere interactions and sphere-sphere interactions in order to more accurately

model nano-contacts (i.e. the attachment contacts of geckos) [84]. Persson et al.

studied the effects of surface roughness on the adhesion of elastic plates with a focus

on biological systems [72].

Modeling has also been done on arrays of fibers and the effects of neighboring

stalks, connective membranes, and hierarchical suspension elements. One dimensional

simulations of two and three-stage hierarchies were performed to model the effects

of geometric and material parameters in suspension elements [85, 33, 86, 87]. These

simulations modeled layers of hierarchy as simple springs connected by rigid backings,

then used real surface profiles to determine the conformation ability of the hierarchical

systems while varying spring constants. The contact strength of a terminal element
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was assumed constant and therefore pull-off could also be modeled by using the

elastic strain energy in the spring. The basic findings of these studies were that

hierarchy did improve conformation to rough surfaces and that softer hierarchies

outperformed stiffer versions because of their ability to conform to surfaces. These

simulations did not, however, model displacement of the various layers, or look at

relative loading between successive layers of a hierarchy. The simulation was also

performed in a vertical load/unload direction, whereas the gecko’s adhesive and many

synthetic fibrillar adhesives have very significant shear loading dependencies.

Both Yao et al. and Chen et al. modeled the gecko adhesive system’s hierarchy by

starting with the smallest elements, the spatulae, and working up towards a gecko toe

[88, 89, 90], a ’bottom-up’ approach. These models not only address the attachment

process and conformation to surfaces, but also use strain modeling and strength of

adhesion approximations to model the ease of detachment that the gecko adhesive

system achieves. Initial models for the effect geometric parameters such as packing

form and density were made by Chen and Soh [91] based on the fundamental contact

models developed by these ’bottom-up’ approaches.

3.3 Gecko-like synthetic adhesives

With the development of advanced fabrication tools in the cleanroom, a wealth of

manufacturing methods have been investigated for creating complex micro and nanos-

tructures that mimic the gecko foots ability to stick repeatedly to almost any surface

during climbing. Many types of lithography have been used, including traditional

ultraviolet lithography, e-beam lithography, layer-by-layer exposure, gray-scale mask-

ing, and angled exposures. Other techniques such as Focused Ion Beam (FIB) ma-

chining, nano-imprinting, carbon nanotube growth, and self-assembling copolymers

have also been explored. Casting polymers into nano-porous materials and machin-

ing molds using macro-scale tools have also yielded interesting results. Techniques

for patterning polymeric surfaces at the micro and nano-scale are summarized in

[92]. Many of the key breakthroughs in these fabrication procedures that dealt with

gecko-like adhesives are detailed below.
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3.3.1 Sub-micron fibers

The first notable gecko-like synthetic adhesive, seen in Figure 3.4, consisted of an

array of sub-micron polyimide hairs produced by e-beam lithography and dry etching

in oxygen plasma [93]. While this result did not meet any of the requirements laid

out for climbing adhesives (controllable, reusable, conforms to surfaces, even load

distribution) as explained and defined in Chapter 2, it began a flurry of research into

synthetic gecko adhesives. The main limitations of this seminal effort were that it

required a very high preload force in order to engage a significant number of the hairs,

and during this preload phase, many of the hairs were damaged limiting reuse.

Figure 3.4: Geim et al.’s gecko-like synthetic adhesive, the first of its kind, consisted

of sub-micron polyimide hairs. Reproduced with permission from Andre Geim.

Subsequent efforts using sub-micron hairs on a rigid substrate suffered from sim-

ilar limitations. Jin et al. [94] created arrays of very dense polystyrene nanotubes

with very large water droplet contact angles (≥150 degrees). These pillars required
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a normal adhesive force of 59.8 µN to break contact with a water droplet. Adhe-

sion to solid substrates was not presented. The adhesive failed to meet any of the

requirements for climbing.

Kim et al. [95] created several varieties of sub-micron pillars as small as 100 nm

in diameter using a nano-embossing process with anodic aluminum oxide as the mold

material. These structures generated adhesive forces of less than 1 µN when tested

with a modified atomic force microscope (AFM) and also failed to meet any of the

requirements for climbing adhesives.

Tsai et al. [96] created two types of nano-fibrils using e-beam lithography and

chemical vapor deposition respectively. These fibers were also tested with an AFM,

but did not generate adhesive forces above 100 nN and did not meet any of the

requirements.

Jeong et al. [97] reported yet another sub-micron fibrillar structure created by

molding poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) or polystyrene into molds with a high

level of surface adhesion. When the structures are demolded, they stretch to create

higher aspect ratio pillars than the original mold cavity. These structures were tested

with an AFM demonstrating maximal adhesive forces of 30 nN. These structures also

fail to meet the climbing adhesive requirements.

Yoon et al. [98] created similar PMMA structures that displayed similarly small

adhesive forces when tested with an AFM. Friction experiments were also performed

on these samples, and demonstrated shear values of less than 2 nN.

Zhao et al. [99] fabricated multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNT) using chem-

ical vapor deposition, but tested patches using a laboratory balance and sample sizes

much larger than those in contact with an AFM tip. Patch areas of approximately

0.04 cm2 supported normal loads of 0.4 N in the normal direction and 0.3 N in the

shear direction. Zhao et al. also reported a significant decrease in adhesive pressure

for larger patch areas, attributing the drop off to the difficulty of engaging all of the

MWCNT across an uneven surface.

Professor Dhinojwala’s group showed somewhat more promising results with MWCNT

by grouping them together into bundles, see Figure 3.5. Initially, only nanoscale mea-

surements were presented that were consistent with previous sub-micron structures
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[100]. However, when bundled and mounted onto a flexible backing, samples of 0.16

cm2 sustained a shear force of nearly 6 N, marking a substantial improvement in scal-

ing [101]. The adhesive structure was also tested for viscoelastic effects, but showed

no decline in performance or slip on a glass surface over a period of 900 seconds.

Despite these advances, though, the structure did not meet the requirements for a

climbing adhesive because it was not controllable or reusable, and it only worked on

smooth surfaces due to conformation and load-sharing challenges.

Figure 3.5: Bundled carbon nanotubes function as a semi-hierarchical adhesive, out-

performing aligned carbon nanotubes without bundles. Reproduced with permission

by Ali Dhinojwala.

Another large step forward in the sub-micron fibrillar structures was made by

Professor Fearing’s group using stiff polymer hairs. These hairs were fabricated by

molding polypropylene into commercially available polycarbonate filters. The filters

were subsequently dissolved away leaving only high aspect ratio pillars [102]. When

loaded with both a shear and normal component, these fibers bend over to make a

side contact with the surface [103]. Patches as large as 2 cm2 were tested and sup-

ported sustained shear forces of up to 4 N [104]. Microscale measurements of this

array showed adhesive forces only when shear forces were present as well, consistent
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with gecko behavior and the frictional adhesion model presented above [105]. The

array was reusable, meeting one of the requirements for a climbing adhesive, but has

no suspension structure and is therefore incapable of conforming to surfaces with

roughness or scaling to larger patch areas effectively. The researchers later induced a

directional preference by plastically deforming the stalks by rolling a cylinder across

them in a single direction at 50 degrees C [106]. This change gave the sample a direc-

tional preference so that loading trajectories in the preferred direction supported high

adhesive forces whereas loading in the anti-preferred direction created no adhesion.

This behavior fulfills the controllability requirement for climbing adhesives.

A recent MWCNT adhesive also demonstrated impressive performance by fab-

ricating arrays of nanotubes that terminate in curly, entangled ends [107]. These

unstructured ends can be oriented by dragging in any direction to create high shear

binding forces. A 0.16 cm2 patch was demonstrated holding a heavy textbook (1480g).

These patches required moderate preload to achieve these forces, but were reusable

several times without any drop off in adhesive capability. The alignment of the en-

tangled ends also allowed for the adhesive to be detached from a surface normally

with forces approximately 5 times less than those required to break contact in the

pure shear direction. This goes towards the controllable requirement for climbing

adhesives, and the pads were reusable. In order to fulfill the remaining requirements,

a suspension structure is required that would allow larger patches to conform to sur-

faces while distributing the pull-off forces across the patch. Currently, the nanotubes

are mounted to the Si02/Si surface on which they are grown.

3.3.2 Hierarchical fibrillar adhesives

Sub-micron features are attractive as GSAs because of the increase in adhesive pres-

sure due to contact splitting, as discussed in the previous section. However, there is a

tradeoff between the size of fiber and the ability of the fiber to conform to variations

in a surface. As fibers become prohibitively small (because they must also become

proportionately shorter to avoid clumping), they become more and more sensitive to

flat-to-flat alignment across an array and cannot conform to surfaces. To solve this
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issue, a hierarchical suspension structure is necessary that can provide compliance

and a larger range of motion while still engaging and loading the terminal contacts

evenly. This problem was first addressed by Northen et al, who built a hierarchical

suspension for their terminal sub-micron features [108], shown in Figure 3.6. The in-

clusion of a second stage to the adhesive structure dramatically improved the ability

of the adhesive to conform to surfaces. The adhesive coefficient, µ’, defined as the

ratio of detachment force to applied preload force, improved 5x with the inclusion of

suspension structures [109]. This adhesive, however, lacked a method of control, and

was not reusable. The photoresist fibers had somewhat low overall adhesive ability

as well.

Figure 3.6: Northen et al built a hierarchical silicon suspension system with photore-

sist fibers that showed improved compliance and ratio of pulloff to preload forces.

Reproduced with permission from Mike Northen.
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Recently, the Sitti research group has fabricated two and three-level hierarchi-

cal structures[110]. This adhesive design features large, curved mushroom tipped

suspension structure several hundred microns in diameter, smaller 50 µm diameter

mushroom tipped vertical structures, and 3 µm mushroom tipped vertical structures,

shown in Figure 3.7.

Figure 3.7: Murphy et al. fabricated hierarchical mushroom tipped structures that

seek to improve adhesion through added compliance while maintaining a high real

area of contact. Reproduced with permission from Metin Sitti.

A third hierarchical adhesive was fabricated by Jeong et. al that combined 25

µm tall angled hairs with nanoscopic slanted pillars with a bulged tip [111]. These

structures were etched with the aid of a SiO2 etch stop and a Faraday cage that

could control the ion incident angle of a plasma etcher. The structures, shown in

Figure 3.8, had drastically improved performance on rougher surfaces because of the
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hierarchical suspension layer’s ability to conform. The directional, fibrillar nature

of the suspension structure also aided in equal load sharing. Alignment forgiveness

was also improved, and a 9 cm2 sample was used to lift a large area glass piece

for a flatscreen monitor weighing approximately 1 kg. For small sample sizes, the

nanostructures outperform the hierarchical system on glass-smooth surfaces because

of a loss of fiber density in the hierarchical structure, but by including the hierarchy,

the adhesive achieves much better performance in terms of the conformation and

load sharing requirements. The directional geometry of the structure provides a good

method of control as well. Reusability was not discussed.

Figure 3.8: Jeong et al. created a two stage micro-nano hierarchical system with

angled terminal features that outperformed the nanostructures alone on surfaces with

roughness above 1 µm RMS. Reproduced with permission by Sang Moon.

Fearing et. al also created a hierarchical system using their stiff polypropylene

fibers as contact features, and creating lamellae like flaps using laser ablation and

several lamination steps using stiff polymer films. A 2 cm2 sample of the assembled

structures, shown in Figure 3.9, were able to support a 500 g weight on vertical glass

surfaces, and 300 g on a steel grating that matched the periodicity of the lamellar

structures [112]. Due to their directional nature, the structures were both controllable

and reusable. The hierarchical structure was demonstrated conforming to a specific

roughness, but the spectrum of roughness for which the hierarchy can conform remains

an open question. Because the structure uses stiff polymers, even load sharing is likely

also accomplished.
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In this study, combined lamellae and nanofiber arrays are
fabricated using heated rollers and a sacrificial template. High-
density polyethylene (HDPE) films are chosen because of their
relatively low melting temperature (130 !C) and high elastic
modulus (E= 0.9 GPa). HDPE is also resistant to solvents such
as methylene chloride and toluene and is a widely used thermo-
plastic. The unprocessed smooth HDPE film does not show
adhesion in the millimeter scale. A HDPE film is patterned by
laser ablation and melted into a track-etched polycarbonate
(PC) template to form lamellae and nanofiber arrays, respectively
(see Experimental Section for the detailed fabrication process).
Figure 1 shows optical and scanning electron microscope (SEM)
images of the combined lamellae and nanofiber arrays. The
lamellar flaps are aligned in one direction and bent away from
the flat backing. The high-aspect-ratio nanofibers are normal to
the local curvature of the lamellae and are freestanding with
minimal interhair adhesion due to the high elastic modulus and
low surface energy of HDPE.

The lamellae-supported nanofiber arrays are characterized by
macroscopic shear adhesion tests as shown in Figure 2. The
nanofiber contact area ismonitored using frustrated total internal
reflection at the interface of the side-illuminated glass substrate
and the nanofiber array. Examples of adhesion on a planar glass
surface are shown in Figures 2a,b in which a combined lamellae
and nanofiber array with an apparent contact area of ! 1 !
2 cm2 supports 4.9 N and 9.8 mN of weight, respectively. With
4.9 N weight, Figure 2a shows bright regions in which most
lamellae are engaged in adhesion. In contrast, there are only
several lamellae engaged in contactwith the 9.8mN loadas shown
in Figure 2b. Without shear loading, the lamellar structures tend
to return to a nonadhesive default state, providing an easy
detachment mechanism. Figures 2c,d show adhesion on a non-
planar, grating surface (see Experimental Section and Supporting
Information). The grating period of 2 mm matches with that of
lamellae. This is the first demonstration of a hard polymer
synthetic gecko adhesive exhibiting adhesion to a nonplanar

Figure 1. Optical and scanningelectronmicroscope (SEM) imagesof combined lamellae andnanofiber arrays. (a)Natural lamellar arrayson
a gecko foot by courtesy of Professor Kellar Autumn. (b) Arrays of lamellar flaps over 2 cm2 flat backing layer. The thickness, width, and
length of the lamellae are 15 !m, 0.8mm, and 1.3mm, respectively. The deflection range of each lamellar plate is about 200!m, providing the
ability to conform to a periodic grating. (c,d) Nanofiber arrays on the thin lamellar flaps. The length and diameter of a nanofiber are 18!m
and 600 nm respectively.

Figure 2. (a)Nanofiber arrayswith lamellar flaps can sustain a 5Nweight on planar glass. Bright spots indicate contact.Most lamellar flaps
show good contact with the planar glass substrate with high shear load. (b) Number of lamellar flaps making contact decreases with reduced
shear load, indicating that the samples are easy to detach when the shear load is removed. (c) The sample with combined lamellae and
nanofiber arrays sustains 3 N weight on stainless steel grating. (d) Sideview of 1! 2 cm2 lamellae-structured sample adhering to grating.
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Figure 3.9: Fearing et al. fabricated sub-micron polypropylene hairs through casting

into a commercially available polycarbonate filter. Reproduced with permission by

Ron Fearing; photo credit: Jongho Lee.

3.3.3 Compliant micro-scale fibers for climbing

A different idea for creating usable gecko-like synthetic adhesives is based on larger

feature sizes and achieves high levels of adhesion by using softer polymers. Dai et al.

worked on the material parameters of fibrillar adhesives showing that softer elastic

modulus resulted in higher levels of adhesion [113]. This has also been observed in

our experiments up to the point of lateral collapse or clumping [31].

The largest of these fibrillar adhesives was fabricated for the Stickybot robot

platform [114, 115, 116]. These posts were cast in a three part mold manufactured

using a traditional 3 axis computer numerical controlled (CNC) milling machine. A

very soft polymer of Young’s Modulus 660 kPa was used for these pillars, pictured in

Figure 3.10. The main post has a diameter of 380 µm and is at a 20 degree angle off

of vertical. The tip of the stalk is beveled at 45 degrees narrowing to a sharp point.
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The vertical height of this structure is slightly more than 1 mm. 4 cm2 patches of

this material were tested, sustaining adhesive forces greater than 1 N. The adhesive

fit the frictional adhesion model due to the directional geometry of the fibers, which

allows them to be controlled through shear loading. The adhesive was also moderately

reusable, especially after cleaning. These properties allowed the Stickybot robot to

climb vertical glass and other mirror-smooth surfaces. However, the adhesive lacked

features small enough to adhere to micro rough surfaces like painted metal, wood,

and interior or exterior walls.

Figure 3.10: Kim et al. built 380 µm diameter angled stalks with a tapered, sharp tip

that displayed directional adhesion and allowed a climbing robot to ascend vertical

glass surfaces.

A simple straight pillar structure with a square base width of 18 µm was fabri-

cated and tested to verify theories on buckling and clumping [117]. While significant

adhesion was not attained by these posts, the main conclusion showed that a pillar

that is part of a bundle loses adhesive strength because of the variation in attachment

strength across pillars due to manufacturing irregularities and surface roughness.
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A synthetic adhesive with a fiber diameter of 40 µm and a height of 100 µm was

demonstrated on a small climbing robot [118, 119]. These polyvinylsiloxane (PVS)

stalks were the first synthetic adhesive with features on the order of 10s of microns,

but they performed less reliably than a pressure sensitive adhesive, scotch brand tape.

Later GSAs with features at this size scale had more refined tip geometries and

performed much better in experimental test beds. The second generation design of

the previously mentioned PVS fibers incorporated a mushroom shaped tip with a very

thin flared tip only 2 µm thick [120] shown in Figure 3.11. The height remained 100

µm and fiber diameter was 40 µm. These structures showed higher adhesive pressures

with an experimental sample size of 0.07 cm2 sustaining adhesive forces up to 0.4 N.

This GSAs frictional parameters were also established, showing much higher kinetic

friction when compared to an unstructured sample [121, 122]. While this adhesive

emphasized the important effect tip shape can have on adhesion, it failed to meet the

requirements we’ve established for a climbing adhesive.
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Figure 3.11: Gorb et al. demonstrated mushroom-tipped polyvinylsiloxane posts that

had high normal adhesive pressure. Reproduced with permission from Stanislav Gorb

[120].

A systematic study of various tip shapes was performed by del Campo et al. [123].

Pillars of 4 different radii from 2.5 µm to 25 µm were fabricated with 7 different tip

structures including flat, spherical, and mushroom. These various GSAs were then

tested with a spherical indenter and compared to elucidate which tip parameters

and sizes that provided the highest level of adhesion. Not surprisingly, the mushroom

structures fabricated by this group also performed well on the smooth glass substrate.

The results of these trials are summarized in Figure 3.12. Although this rigorous

work empirically demonstrated the drastic effects tip shape can have on adhesive

performance, it did not seek to address the requirements of reusability, control, or

conformation and load sharing.
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Figure 3.12: del Campo et al performed a design of experiments comparing various

tip shapes for fibrillar adhesives, verifying the high adhesive capability of mushroom

tipped structures. Reproduced with permission from Eduard Arzt [123].

Kim et al. [124] presented polyurethane fibers with a 4 µm diameter, 20 µm

height, and a flared tip and base that had a diameter of 9 µm. This mushroom

like structure showed 4 to 5 times higher adhesion than unstructured polyurethane.

The mold for these fibers was fabricated using both isotropic and anisotropic deep

reactive ion etching (DRIE). Tests were conducted using a 6mm hemispherical probe

in a vertical-preload vertical-pulloff trajectory and showed adhesive pressures of up

to 180 kPa, a µ’ of 1.5, and elastic strain of individual fibers greater than 500%.

These fibers are not controllable since they are in a default ’sticky’ state, and have no

mechanism for easy detachment. Their larger size compared to previous sub-micron

fibers gives them better conformation to surfaces, but conformation is still limited to

the height of the stalks. Reusability and load distribution were not discussed.

Prof. Sitti’s group has worked extensively on GSAs over the past several years.

The original structures that showed promising levels of adhesion were a mushroom
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tipped structure with circular 4.5 µm diameter posts with 9 µm diameter tips [124].

This structure showed 4 to 5 times higher adhesion than unstructured polyurethane.

The mold for these fibers was fabricated using both isotropic and anisotropic deep

reactive ion etching (DRIE). Tests were conducted using a 6mm hemispherical probe

in a vertical-preload vertical-pulloff trajectory so patch sizes were less than 0.3 cm2,

but showed adhesive pressures of up to 180 kPa, a µ’ of 1.5, and elastic strain of

individual fibers greater than %500. These fibers were not controllable since they

are in a default ’sticky’ state, and have no mechanism for easy detachment. Their

larger size compared to previous sub-micron fibers gives them better conformation to

surfaces, but conformation is still limited to the height of the stalks. Reusability and

load distribution were not discussed.

Another type of adhesive was fabricated one year later consisting of vertical and

angled polymer posts 6 µm in diameter [125]. These fibers had coplanar tips that

did not provide a strong contact with a surface when loaded in the shear direction,

but a dipping procedure was developed to ink on extra polyurethane creating tips of

spherical or spatular geometry [126]. The spatular tip geometry demonstrated both

high levels of adhesive pressure as well as a low µ’. For the first time, these stalks also

showed a strong directional dependence, satisfying the climbing adhesive requirement

of control. The ability to control adhesion was improved further when the inking

process was refined to provide non-coplanar spatular tips as shown in Figure 3.13

[127]. These 35 µm diameter stalks are much closer to the ideal fibrillar geometry

than anything that had come before and they demonstrated a strong directionality

and high levels of both shear force and adhesive forces when loaded appropriately.

A 1 cm2 patch of material supported a 1 kg weight in a hanging test. To extend

the performance of this material to a full range of smooth and semi-smooth surfaces,

a hierarchical suspension structure could be added that would allow the patch to

conform to roughness and distribute loads evenly, while improving reusability.
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Figure 3.13: Murphy et al. showed high levels of adhesion by fabricating angled

posts and inking them with additional polymer to form spatular tips. Reproduced

with permission from Metin Sitti.

Experiments on the effect of backing layer thickness on adhesive performance were

performed by Kim et al.[128]. The experimental results and corresponding mechanics

analysis suggested that a polymeric fibrillar structure should have as thin and stiff

a backing layer as possible to minimize strain in the backing layer and maximize

adhesion. Our experiments confirm this result.
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3.3.4 Film-based adhesives

A larger structure was constructed that consisted of many 250 µm angled posts termi-

nating in a film [129]. These structures do not take advantage of the contact splitting

phenomenon mentioned earlier, but do have some conformation capabilities and dis-

tribute loads better than a bulk rubber. The main observations of the work dealt

with the anisotropic behavior of detachment forces and sliding forces between various

tilt angles of the fibers.

Similar film-terminated structures were originally fabricated with vertical 10 µm

posts [130]. These structures were studied with spherical glass indenters to observe

their crack-trapping ability. The structures did prove to withstand a higher detach-

ment energies than the work of adhesion, and improved longevity of samples, but also

sacrificed the contact splitting advantages of adhesion, and were too small to conform

to modest roughness on a surface.

Another approach based on terminal films used controlled wrinkles to increase

adhesion over a bulk mateiral [131]. By constraining a polymer film and swelling

it, Chan et al. were able to create surfaces with regular, controlled wrinkles with

wavelengths on the order of a few hundred µm. The smallest of these wrinkles showed

a 50% increase in adhesion over a flat film of similar material. This process is scalable,

but the ability of the small wrinkle sizes presented will be challenging to align across

large patch sizes without a suspension system of some kind.

Lin et al. also demonstrated adhesion using surface wrinkles [132]. In this work,

the amount of adhesion was controlled by controlling the strain of the wrinkled poly-

mer, polymethylsiloxane (PDMS) in this case. This is an interesting solution for

pick and place operations, but the material is limited in its ability to conform to

flat, rough surfaces by its ability to conform to irregularities in the stretched state.

Demonstrations were also limited to forces of several mN and reusability was not

discussed.
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3.3.5 Fibrillar adhesives for wet environments

A new application of gecko-like adhesives was proposed by Mahdavi et al. based

on surgical bandages [27]. The proposed biodegradable and biocompatible material

would build off of existing GSA technologies, however the initial prototypes of these

bandages relied heavily on a sugar like pressure sensitive adhesive that coated the

vertical pillars that had been manufactured.

It is worth noting that work has also been performed on mimicking the wet ad-

hesive capabilities of some other biological species than the gecko. To stick to wet

surfaces requires a different tip geometry for fibers than the dry adhesive system of

the gecko. Some researchers have looked to tree frogs for inspiration [133, 134, 135]

while others have investigated sticky coatings similar to those on mussels [136] show-

ing fifteenfold enhancement of adhesion on wet surfaces with a monolayer coating of

mussel-mimetic polymer. Similar wet surface adhesion enhancement of microstruc-

tures was confirmed by [137].

3.4 Alternative adhesives

Several robotic climbing platforms have been demonstrated with non-gecko like adhe-

sive mechanisms. Suction, magnets, pressure sensitive adhesives (PSAs), electroad-

hesion, and microspines all have the capability of climbing vertical surfaces in certain

situations. However, these options do not fully satisfy all of the climbing adhesive

requirements which limits their performance in one respect or another, and the case

can be made that the gecko is a superior climber to any of these alternatives.

Pressure sensitive adhesives (PSAs) work by flowing to make intimate contact

with a surface and take advantage of range van der Waals forces. They require a

strong preload to mechanically force this flow to occur, which requires that they

have a relatively low elastic modulus. Dahlquist established this tack criterion to be

approximately 100 kPa. PSAs are strongest when loaded in a purely normal direction

as seen in Figure 3.1. This prevents the easy control of adhesion through loading

trajectory. Therefore a peeling motion is often required to detach the contact. This
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peeling mechanism was built into several climbing robots including[118, 138, 139, 140].

PSAs also work best on smooth surfaces where they can make wide spread intimate

contact easily. Conformation to micro and milli-scale roughness can be an issue with

PSAs and requires increased preload forces. In all of these examples, reusability was

also an issue. Pressure sensitive adhesives are indiscriminately sticky, so they are

prone to picking up dust and dirt particles from the air and surfaces. This requires

frequent cleanings or pad replacement, and limits the mission life of a robot.

Magnetics have also been used as the adhesive mechanism for climbing robots

[141, 142, 143, 25, 144, 145, 146, 147]. Magnetism can be controlled electrically and

has no theoretical limit to its reusability, but is obviously limited to ferromagnetic

materials like steel. The magnetic climbers presented in the literature are also limited

by their ability to conform to large scale variations in a surface. While most steel

structures have flat surfaces for attachment, many also have topography in the form of

bolt heads, joints, and roughness which must be navigated actively by these systems.

Suction is another method of adhering to surfaces for climbing, and has been

demonstrated in several climbing robots [148, 149]. When a good seal is created,

suction can be very powerful, offering up to 1 atmosphere (101 kPa) of adhesive

pressure. This adhesion can be electrically controlled and is highly reusable. The

primary limitation to these systems is when a good seal is not possible, as on porous

surfaces or rough surfaces where the suction cup cannot adequately conform to surface

topography. The vacuum pumps onboard these robots can also demand large amounts

of power to operate, so efficiency and mission life are often rather low.

Several climbing platforms have used a propeller or air pump to create negative

aerodynamic lift in order to stick to a vertical surface [150, 151, 152]. These systems

have impressive adhesive power on both smooth and rough surfaces, but require

large amounts of power and can be very loud. However, they meet all four climbing

requirements and suffer only from short mission life and low efficiency.

On rough surfaces where there are asperities to grip, dactyls or microspines can

provide strong purchase to vertical surfaces [38]. Several robot platforms have demon-

strated vertical climbing on surfaces such as brick, stucco, and tree bark using these

techniques [20, 40, 39]. On surfaces with sufficient asperity density, these platforms
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achieve all four climbing adhesive requirements, however, on smooth surfaces where

there are insufficient asperities to grasp, these platforms are ineffective.

An intriguing alternative adhesive was presented in 2008 based on capacitive

clamping forces [153]. Named electroadhesion, this adhesive mechanism works by

charging a flexible film using 5 to 10 kV and microamperes of current. This charge

induces an opposite charge in the climbing surface, and creates and attractive clamp-

ing force. By using a thin metallic film, the system has a good ability to conform

to surfaces, and it is electrically controllable. The system is susceptible to shorts,

but is otherwise very robust and reusable, and the inextensibility of the thin film

provides excellent load sharing. The maximum achievable adhesion is limited by the

breakdown voltages of the metallic film and the climbing surface and varied from

2 kPa to 14 kPa depending on the surface. While this system does require small

amounts of power to maintain adhesion, it meets the four requirements of climbing

adhesives. Robotic platforms based on this adhesive mechanism climbed a variety of

vertical surfaces at speeds up to 15 cm/s, and was resilient to dust, dirt, and other

contaminants on the climbing surface or metallic film.

An interesting hybrid gecko-like adhesive was presented by Northen et. al that

combined their photoresist nanostructures with Ni-coated electromagnetically con-

trollable paddles. These paddles exposed the nanostructures to the surface when no

magnetic field was present, but when the field was activated, the paddles snapped

to a 90 degree rotation, disengaging all nano-hairs. When the paddles were brought

into a surface when in the ’deactivated’ state, no adhesion was present. While the

overall levels of adhesion were low, and the reusability of the nanostructures was still

limited, the electrical control of adhesion could be a very desirable feature if other

issues can be addressed.

3.5 Summary

Many forms of adhesion have been utilized for climbing applications, and many gecko-

like adhesives have been fabricated in hopes of such applications. While progress has

been made through these efforts, a ubiquitous, utilitarian adhesive for climbing has
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yet to be realized. Table 3.1 compares the most promising of these efforts including

both this work’s microstructure and hierarchical adhesive system.

The sub-micron fibrillar adhesives generally show great potential when tested with

an AFM or similar microscale apparatus. However, these structures have major limi-

tations in terms of scaling to large areas and conforming to even microscale roughness

on a surface. Both carbon nanotubes and polymer fibers have been demonstrated, but

these materials are often fragile and cannot be used multiple times without irrepara-

ble damage to the system. What is needed to bring these adhesives to application

in a form that is both reusable and scalable is a working hierarchy that allows the

features to conform to roughness that is potentially much larger than the sub-micron

features themselves. This hierarchy must also be designed to share the load of a

macro-scale application evenly amongst many millions of fibers. Work on this topic

is underway, and discussed later in this work, but still requires significant advances

before the potential that these sub-micron fibers possess is fully realized.

The larger features discussed in section 3.3.3 have been more effective in robotic

climbers, but are still limited to a finite range of surfaces and a material set that

is ultimately softer than optimal. While soft polymers have the advantage of being

stickier than materials with a high modulus [113], they are far more susceptible to

fouling, clumping, and wear. That is why it is so desirable to take advantage of

contact splitting with high modulus, sub-micron fibers [81]. Yet, the work on flexible

fibrillar adhesives in the tens or hundreds of micron range has shed much light onto the

optimal shape and loading patterns of gecko-like adhesives. If these lessons learned in

geometry and trajectory could be scaled down to the sub-micron fibers and applied in

conjunction with the necessary hierarchy, a truly gecko-like synthetic adhesive might

be achieved.

Alternative adhesive methods like suction, vortices, magnets, and electrostatics

all offer benefits and shortcomings when compared to gecko-like adhesives. While

the fabrication challenges are less demanding for these examples than for synthetic

fibrillar adhesives, these alternative methods often require an active power supply, do

not work on a wide range of surfaces, and can have lower adhesive pressures. Using

the climbing adhesive requirements as a rubric, all of these adhesive methods are
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Figure 3.14: A Comparison of alternative adhesive methods against climbing adhesive
requirements. Only fibrillar adhesives like the gecko’s have high performance in all
categories.

compared in Figure 3.14.



Chapter 4

Design and fabrication of a

microstructured directional

adhesive

In light of the requirements for climbing established in Chapter 2, it was sought

to create a synthetic dry adhesive structure with small features and an asymmetric

geometry. A structure with small features was desired because of its potential for high

levels of adhesion based on contact splitting[81]. An asymmetric shape was desired to

satisfy the controllability requirement explained in section 2.3. The geometry of an

adhesive microstructure can be designed such that an applied shear load in a preferred

direction will engage the small features and create high levels of adhesion, while

conversely a load in the anti-preferred direction will disengage the fibers and allow

low-force detachment. To satisfy the reusability requirement explained in section 2.2,

bulk materials should be used that resist fouling due to dirt or clumping, and extend

the lifetime of the stalks. This typically means selecting materials based on a high

Young’s moduli and tear strength. The conformation and equal load distribution

requirements discussed in sections 2.3 and 2.4 can only be satisfied with structures

that can bend and deform significantly to create a large working range in the direction

normal to the climbing surface. These structures must also be united by a backing

structure that connects the stalks and distributes forces among the thousands of

49
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contacts. It was found that in order to satisfy these last two requirements, a hierarchal

structure was required, which is discussed at length in Chapter 6.

The initial microstructured adhesive was inspired by previous mm-scale directional

adhesives[115, 114] reviewed in section 3.3.3. A wedge shape was chosen as a simple

anisotropic geometry with a sharp tip that would promote high levels of adhesion

with low preload. This shape also presented fewer manufacturing challenges than

other ideas for more complicated dual-angle structures, making it attractive for the

initial fabrication attempts and process development.

For the fabrication method, we were inspired by work on angled microstructures

unrelated to adhesion that used multiple angled exposures in SU-8 photoresist to

create interesting three-dimensional geometries [156, 157, 158, 159, 160, 161, 162].

Using thick films of SU-8, arrays of wedge-shaped cavities were eventually created as

a reusable mold for casting elastomeric polymers.

Later, secondary or daughter molds were created to expand the range of castable

polymers and increase the longevity of molds. Two methods were successfully demon-

strated to create these modified molds.

After the process details were ironed out, several design variations were developed

to improve the performance of the wedge structures. The size of the structures was

reduced from 50 µm to 20 µm, and again to 10 µm. The footprint and spacing of the

wedge structures were varied, and two changes to the basic shape of the wedge were

investigated. The first change in shape incorporated vertical pillars at the base of the

wedges while the second change attempted to create an offset angled wedge that had

both faces angled from vertical.

4.1 MicroWedge fabrication

Initially, a single mask, multiple angle exposure procedure was attempted. A high

resolution transparency (8000 dpi) taped to a glass plate was used as the mask. These

transparencies, purchased from Art Net Pro [163], are far less expensive than typical

lithography masks made of chrome on glass ($50 vs. $500) and allowed a variety of

designs to be tried experimentally within the allocated budget at that time. Arrayed
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patterns of squares, either 100 µm or 50 µm per side, were used to create the initial

molds.

First, simple vertical pillar molds were fabricated to test the transparency masks

and familiarize the author with the materials and equipment being used. These molds

were successfully fabricated, and several Smooth-OnTMroom temperature vulcanized

(RTV) formulations of polyurethane were attempted as the first cast elastomers.

Unfortunately, the cure processes of these materials were inhibited by the SU-8 mold

material. As an alternative, Dow CorningTMsilicone polymers with similar mechanical

properties to the urethanes were tried. These materials successfully cured and released

from the SU-8 molds.

Angled stalks were also fabricated successfully using a single angled exposure to

create a mold. A custom built tilting stage was used to orient the wafer at an angle

under a collimated UV lamp for the angled exposure. This stage is shown in Fig.

4.1. The exposure angle was chosen to account for SU-8’s high index of refraction

(n=1.61) [164]. For typical structures, the target angle was 14.8◦ to create a 4:1

aspect ratio, which required an exposure angle of 23.5◦. A glass filter was also used

to block out wavelengths below 350 nm that can cause over exposure of certain parts

of the film.

Major problems arose when the full two exposure process, as seen in Fig. 4.2,

was attempted. SU-8 is a chemically amplified resist. When UV radiation passes

through the film, it activates a chemical catalyst that cross-links the long polymer

molecules during a post exposure bake step. Once these polymers are cross-linked,

they become permanent, and remain on the wafer after development. Hence, SU-8

is a negative tone photoresist. The problem with the previous exposure process was

that certain volumes of the SU-8 were being exposed to different amounts of UV

energy during the two successive exposures. The volumes of SU-8 that were exposed

during both flashes of light tended to be over exposed, and an overabundance of

catalyst induced cross-linking in neighboring volumes of the film that were masked

during one or both exposures. This is a process called diffusion. Volumes of SU-8

that were only exposed once tended to be underexposed and what was intended to

be permanent would partially or fully dissolve away during the development step.
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Figure 4.1: A custom built tilting stage was built to orient wafers at specific and
repeatable angles under a collimated UV source for the angled exposure steps of the
lithographic process.
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Examples of overexposure can be seen in Fig. 4.3 and examples of underexposure

are shown in Fig. 4.4. Efforts to find a combination of valid exposure energies

that would neither overexpose volumes of SU-8 that received energy during both

exposures or underexpose volumes of SU-8 that only received energy during a single

exposure were unsuccessful, so a more complicated two mask process was conceived

and implemented. This process flow can be seen in Figure 4.5.

Figure 4.2: The original single mask lithography process suffered from exposure dif-
ficulties. Certain volumes of the film were exposed to UV twice, while other volumes
only received one UV dose. No balance was ever reached and all molds were either
over or under exposed.
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Figure 4.3: An example of cast fibrils from an over-exposed mold. The top film of the
mold had additional crosslinking beneath a masked area, causing the necking that can
be seen at the base of the fiber. Oftentimes, this necking was so great that features
could not be dislodged from the mold and tore at the base of the fiber during the
release step.

Figure 4.4: An example of cast fibrils from an under-exposed mold. The low vol-
umes of the mold did not receive enough exposure, and dissolved away during the
development step. This creates balloon-like tips at the tops of the wedges that are
undesirable for adhesion, and oftentimes are unable to release from the mold.
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The two mask angled exposure technique uses an angled backside exposure fol-

lowed by a vertical topside exposure before development to create a 3D structure in

the film. Care was taken in the final mask designs to minimize volumes in the film

that would be unmasked during both exposures. This was accomplished by using

overlapping masks that had a minimum 5 µm buffer zone around each wedge-shaped

cavity. Thus, only volumes far away from an unexposed area were flashed twice during

the procedure. This can be seen in 4.6.

After molds were created, the silicone based elastomers were cast under vacuum,

spun to a desired backing layer thickness, heat cured, and pulled out of the mold

by hand. Molds typically exhibited reusability for over 10 cast/peel cycles before

failing due to cracking, delamination of the SU-8 from the wafer substrate, or residual

polymer clogging the mold cavities. This modified fabrication sequence is shown in

Figure 4.5 and the details of the process recipe are presented in Appendix A.

The adhesive was fabricated at a characteristic size of 50 µm, which was the square

base dimension of the wedge, corresponding to a height of 200 µm. The square bases

were spaced to achieve a 25% fill factor.

Figure 4.7 shows successfully fabricated wedge structures with sharp tips. The

measured base of the wedge was approximately 45 µm, and the height was 180 µm.

The sharp tip was imaged using a scanning electron microscope and determined to

have a radius of approximately 2 µm. Large arrays of these structures were fabricated

with relatively few defects (below 5% observed with optical microscopes). From the

edge of the wafer to about 5 mm inwards, however, structures did not turn out well

due to an edge bead in the SU-8 mold that caused local misalignment of the angled

exposures.

Three silicones of varying material properties were cast into these molds and re-

leased. Wedges cast from Silicones Inc. P-20, Dow Corning Sylgard 170, and Silicones

Inc. P-70 polymer were then tested extensively to determine adhesive capability and

the effect of stiffness on performance. To determine the Young’s Modulus of these

materials, macroscopic rectangular samples were tested in uni-axial tension using an

Instron 5848 MicroTester (Instron Norwood, MA).Each sample was stretched to 30%

strain at a ramp rate of 1.0mm/sec. The Young’s modulus was estimated to be linear
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Quartz Wafer

Unexposed SU-8

Exposed SU-8

PDMS
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Figure 4.5: Fabrication Sequence 1) Deposit aluminum on UV transparent quartz
wafer 2) Pattern aluminum to create self-aligned mask 3) Deposit SU-8 on top of
aluminum 4) Angled self-aligned UV exposure from backside 5) Align mask to topside
and UV expose 6) Develop 7) Cast and spin PDMS 8) Peel out cast adhesive structure
and backing layer
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Figure 4.6: The new two mask process ensured that the adjacent regions to the mold
cavities of the wedges were only exposed to UV during one of the exposure steps. This
was accomplished by slightly over-masking each of the exposures in the direction of
tilt.
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!" #"

Figure 4.7: a) Profile view of successful 50 µm wedge structures with sharp tips. b)
Array view of a typical sample patch of the wedge structures from a good mold.

for the region below 10% strain and resulted in values of 440 kPa (P-20), 1.75 MPa

(Sylgard 170), and 2.63 MPa (P-70). It was expected that the softest material, P-20,

would show the strongest levels of adhesion, but would be susceptible to fouling and

clumping.

Clumping is detrimental to the performance of a fibrillar adhesive. When adja-

cent fibers adhere to one another, the real area of contact between the adhesive and

surface is reduced. A similar analysis to [165] was performed to determine a clumping

criterion by balancing deformation and surface energies. In this analysis, we include

the shear strain term in the deformation energy to account for the small aspect ratio

of the wedge. The wedge was approximated as a tapered beam characterized by the

parameter α, where α = w0−wL

L
, and w0 is the base width, wL is twice the radius of
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curvature of the wedge’s tip, and L is the height of the wedge. For a given spacing,

base width, and height, beams with a higher degree of taper have a higher probability

to clump; the reduction of deformation energy overcoming a larger tip to tip spacing.

When using stiffer materials, deformation energy grows and the likelihood of clumping

is reduced, as observed in our samples. Empirical observations under a microscope

showed the softest material, P-20, clumped extensively, resulting in poor adhesive

performance (see Figure 4.8). Arrays of stiffer Sylgard 170 and P-70 cast from the

same mold, however, did not clump extensively, but performed very similarly, making

comparisons difficult. Data presented in the following chapter are exclusively for the

Sylgard 170 material.

Figure 4.8: Two adjacent 50 µm wedges clumped together. These wedges were fab-
ricated from Silicones Inc.TMP-20 which had a Young’s modulus of 440 kPa. This
polymer proved too soft to prevent the self-sticking shown in the picture.
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Material for wedge
positive

Material for sec-
ondary mold

Result

Pt catalyzed silicone rigid urethane good mold capable of casting Sn catalyzed
silicone

Pt catalyzed silicone Sn catalyzed silicone positive did not release
Pt catalyzed silicone blue wax feature deterioration
Pt catalyzed silicone Pt catalyzed silicone positive did not release
Pt catalyzed silicone hot glue feature deterioration
Pt catalyzed silicone low melt metal (Cd &

Pb mix)
feature deterioration

Pt catalyzed silicone 2 hr epoxy mold strength
Sn catalyzed silicone casting wax feature deterioration
Sn catalyzed silicone Gel Cubes mold strength

Table 4.1: Material inhibition of material combinations attempted for generating
secondary molds.

4.2 Secondary Molds

As mentioned in section 4.1, the initial materials that were cast into the SU-8 molds

were polyurethanes, but these polymers did not cure properly due to chemical inhi-

bition so platinum catalyzed silicones were used as a substitute. Polyurethanes are a

desirable material because they have a much higher tear strength than silicone rub-

bers, and are available in a larger range of hardnesses than silicones. Two part RTV

polyurethane rubbers range in hardness from Shore 10A to Shore 80D, whereas RTV

silicone rubbers like Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) are only available from Shore 10A

to about Shore 55A. While the viscoelasticity of polyurethane is often greater than

silicone rubbers, which could be detrimental to the microstructures adhesive perfor-

mance, it was still worthwhile to try and fabricate secondary molds that could accept

polyurethane as a cast material.

A range of mold making and casting materials were experimented with to try

and cast a positive of the wedge-shaped adhesive from the SU-8 mold, and then

cast a secondary mold based off of the positive. Several varieties of molding wax,

urethane, silicone, latex, epoxy, and low-melt metal were used, the results of which

are summarized in 4.1.
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The best result of this material exploration was the creation of hard polyurethane

molds which accurately replicated the sharp tip shape of the wedges. These sec-

ondary molds allowed Sn catalyzed silicone wedge structures to be fabricated. The

SU-8 molds also inhibited the curing of these Sn catalyzed materials. A Sn catalyzed

silicone, Tap Plastics Blue Silicone, with better tear strength than the Pt catalyzed

silicones used previously was used to fabricate wedge samples. Although these sam-

ples did not show improved adhesion compared to the Pt catalyzed samples, they were

useful in later hierarchical designs. Further, the polyurethane molds were nearly in-

destructible, whereas the initial SU-8 molds typically failed after five to ten cast/peel

cycles.

Another method of expanding the range of castable materials was explored in

collaboration with Draper Laboratories in Cambridge, Massachusetts. SU-8 molds

were sputtered with 100 nm of chrome to neutralize the chemical inhibition issues.

This chrome layer significantly decreased the surface energy of the mold and allowed

the original Pt catalyzed silicone to release from the molds with significantly less

force. However, polyurethane did not release from these molds without the use of a

spray on mold release. The mold release reduced the ability of the rubber mixture

to adequately wet the mold, though, and the resolution of the wedge tip shape was

affected. In the future, a thin and even vapor coating of mold release may allow this

method to be implemented with polyurethane, but as yet, no structures have been

successfully manufactured.

4.3 Improved wedge structures

After initial testing with the wedge shaped adhesive structures, it was determined that

several design variations would improve performance. By shrinking the feature size,

further advantage would be gained from contact splitting. Also, since the adhesive was

being used primarily in one direction, connecting adjacent wedges into long wedges or

squeegee-like structures could increase the fill factor. Decreasing the spacing between

adjacent wedges was also experimented with to maximize fill factor without inducing

clumping. Two more drastic process variations were also explored to enhance the
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basic wedge shape by adding a vertical base pillar or by angling the wedge slightly

off of vertical.

Shrinking the characteristic dimension of the wedge features was simply a matter

of shrinking the mask patterns and recalibrating the process recipe. For SU-8, this

process calibration is not as straight forward as it is with less temperamental pho-

toresists, but valid process recipes were eventually established to create wedges with

20 µm square bases and 10 µm square bases. Features were also fabricated with 5

µm square bases, but these features were never resolved with the sharp tip that is

important for easy attachment and strong adhesion. The results of these new recipes

is shown in Figure 4.9. The details of the process recipes are given in Appendix A.

It should be noted that as the thickness of the film decreased, the tolerance to the

amount of exposure energy decreased and many difficulties were encountered with

the SU-8 film delaminating from the quartz substrate during development because

of insufficient crosslinking of the epoxy at the interface. The results of these smaller

features are discussed in section 5.3.

Changing the spacing between wedges was also a straightforward procedure. New

mask designs were made with slightly smaller overlapping buffers for the single ex-

posure zones. 20 µm square base wedges were fabricated with lateral spacings of 20,

15, 10 and 5 µm and front-to-back spacing of 20 and 15 µm. A checkerboard pattern

was also tried as an alternative to the square array pattern initially developed. Data

for this set of wedge designs is presented in section 5.6.

Another approach to increasing the real area of contact was also pursued. For

basic vertical climbing applications, the load on an adhesive is primarily in the down-

ward shear direction due to gravity, and does not change. Therefore, the footprint of

the wedge was expanded in the lateral (left-right) direction. 20 µm diameter wedges

were fabricated with 20, 60, 120, 200, and 300 µm widths. These squeegee-like struc-

tures do improve the real area of contact, but sacrifice the ability of the features to

independently conform to lateral variations in the climbing surface. For smooth and

semi-smooth surfaces like glass, wood, and metal, the size scale of surface variation

is far smaller than that of the wedge diameter, so this sacrifice of conformation is not

significant. Figure 4.10 shows a wedge-shaped adhesive with a rectangular footprint
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Figure 4.9: a) Profile view of 20 µm base dimension wedges with sharp tips. b) Profile
view of 10 µm base dimension wedges with sharp tips.

of 20 µm by 200 µm.

The first change to the wedge shape that was pursued was the addition of a

vertical pillar at the base of each wedge. The initial testing of the wedge arrays

showed that relatively high preloads were required to bend the wedges and engage a

high percentage (≥ 50%) of each wedge face. It was reasoned that adding a vertical

pillar to the base would increase the compliance of the features and allow them to

engage with less force. This would not only make loading the wedges easier, but

would also increase the adhesive pressure since any springback force due to elastic

deformation in the features counteracts a portion of the van der Waals adhesive forces.

To fabricate molds for these modified wedges, the original process was carried

out followed by a hard bake to try and solidify the SU-8 epoxy as much as possible.

Next, an additional spin coat of SU-8 was applied and an aligned, vertical, topside
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Figure 4.10: A squeegee-like wedge with a rectangular footprint of 20 µm by 200 µm.

exposure was performed to create the vertical, base section of each fiber. Somewhat

surprisingly, adding a second spin coat of SU-8 proved to be straight forward and

coverage and uniformity were consistently good. The process was most sensitive

to thermal crosslinking of the mold beneath masked regions. This can be seen in

the connective joint between the wedge shaped tip and the vertical base pillar. To

overcome this problem, the UV exposure was kept to a minimum dose and applied

in three bursts with cooling off periods between doses. The recipe for this process is

also included in Appendix A. Both good and poor versions of these modified wedge

structures are shown in Figure 4.11. The increase in compliance and the results of
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adhesive testing for these structures are presented in section 5.6.

Figure 4.11: a) Well formed wedge structures with vertical base pillars b) Similar
structures from a mold with significant thermal cross-linking beneath masked areas.

A second method of reducing the elastic springback of the wedge structures is

based on angling the wedge shape off of vertical (creating an oblique wedge as opposed

to a right angle wedge). To do this, two angled exposures were used as opposed to one

angled exposure and one vertical exposure as in the original process. This presented

a challenge because it required the second exposure of the process to be both aligned

and angled. Traditional contact aligners like the ones available in our facilities do not

have the capability to do angled expsoure processing, nor do they have the working

distance or mechanical flexibility to use a tilting stage. To overcome this challenge,

a process based on a wafer bonding jig was developed.
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The mask pattern for the angled, aligned exposure was transfered onto a transpar-

ent, quartz wafer with 100 nm of aluminum, similar to the beginning of the original

process. This ’wafer-mask’ was then aligned to the SU-8 coated wafer using a wafer

bonding jig in a traditional contact aligner (EV Align). The wafer-mask was then

mechanically clamped to the SU-8 coated wafer, removed from the aligner, and placed

on the custom tilting stage beneath a collimated light source. After this exposure,

the wafer mask was removed, the SU-8 coated wafer was flipped, the tilting stage ad-

justed, and the backside self-aligned exposure was performed on the same exposure

apparatus.

Because the two exposure angles need to meet at a sharp corner to form the tip

of the wedge, this process had significantly higher demand on a well known SU-8 film

thickness and on the angles of each exposure. Therefore, several preliminary wafers

were processed to establish the two exposure angles and the spin speed required for an

exact film thickness. These details are included in the recipe description in Appendix

A.

When the full process was implemented, it was discovered that the wafer bond-

ing jig was UV reflective, and so a UV absorbent plastic film[166] was purchased and

fixed between the mold wafer and the bonding jig. Further problems with the contact

aligner’s software recipes and the flimsiness of the mechanical clamps of the bonding

jig caused all attempts to create an angled wedge mold to fail. However, with im-

provements to the bonding jig and an ability to better control the contact aligner, it

is probable that this process could yield angled wedges in future attempts.



Chapter 5

Wedge results

5.1 Experimental testbed and methods

The microfabricated adhesive structures were tested on a custom made experimental

testbed shown in 5.1. The setup is capable of moving a substrate and sample into

and out of contact along trajectories in both the normal and tangential directions

simultaneously. This apparatus consists of a 3-axis linear stage, force transducer,

and 2-axis manual tilt stage. The motion stage (Velmex, MAXY4009W2-S4 and

MA2506B-S2.5) has a 10 µm positioning resolution in the tangential direction and

a 1 µm positioning resolution in the normal direction. The surface to be tested

is attached to the motion stage and the adhesive sample is placed upon a 6-axis

force/torque sensor (ATI Industrial Automation, Gamma Transducer SI-32-2.5) with

an accuracy of approximately ± 25 mN. The force transducer is mounted onto a

manual 2-axis tilt stage (Newport, 30 Series Tilt Platform) which is used for manual

alignment of the sample relative to the substrate. Force data is filtered using a low-

pass third-order Butterworth filter with a cutoff frequency of 20 Hertz.

A high speed, high magnification video camera is mounted either above the sample

for alignment and contact area visualization, or to the side to view the profile of the

sample\substrate interaction. The camera is configured for a maximum frame rate of

120 frames per second at 600 by 800 resolution with a magnification range of 5x to

500x.

67
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Figure 5.1: The experimental test platform consists of three linear stages used to
control a sample trajectory and a 6 axis force plate that records the adhesive perfor-
mance of a sample. Manual tilt stages can be adjusted for alignment, and a video
system is in place for recording trials.
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Two different types of experiments are commonly performed, load-drag-pull (LDP)

and load-pull (LP) tests. LDP tests consist of a 45◦ preload trajectory to a fixed depth

of half the sample height followed by a 1mm horizontal drag and finishing with a ver-

tical pulloff. LP tests consist of a 45◦ angled preload that terminates at a depth

ranging from 0% to 80% of the wedges’ height followed by a 1 mm pulloff trajectory

at a specified angle ranging from 0◦ to 180◦.

5.2 Force-time data for microstructured adhesive

Data for a single LP test is shown in 5.2. The substrate for this trial was a clean glass

microscope slide and the sample was a 1 cm2 patch of 20 µm square based wedges

with a backing layer thickness of 200 µm. The sample was cast from Dow Corning’s

Sylgard 170 silicone rubber. The preload phase is marked by a positive normal force

into the substrate. The substrate then starts to retract at a 70◦ angle. The maximum

adhesive and shear values are circled.

Data for a single LDP test is shown in Figure 5.3. This test was also performed

with a clean glass microscope slide as the substrate and a 1 cm2 sample of 50 µm

square based wedges cast from Sylgard 170 silicone rubber. The backing layer thick-

ness of this sample was 600µm. The figure reveals a period of continuous adhesion

during the 1 mm drag phase (between points 2 and 3 on Figure 5.3). This kind

of adhesion while sliding has been labelled dynamic adhesion[31]. Unlike spherical

indenter tests which engage new fibers as the probe moves horizontally across the

sample, these data indicate that stalks must be detaching and reattaching since the

entire patch is contacting during the duration of the test. The flat punch drag results

for many previous GSAs, in contrast, pass through their peak adhesion (point 2 on

Figure 5.3) and immediately drop to near zero adhesion. The gecko also exhibits

dynamic adhesion as shown in the flat punch LDP data for a gecko setae, see Figure

5.4.

Dynamic adhesion, as observed in the gecko and with these samples, is valuable

for climbing because failure becomes the onset of gradual sliding rather than a catas-

trophic detachment event. A sliding contact failure allows time for an animal or robot
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Figure 5.2: 20µm wedge-shaped adhesive load-pull data from a single trial, 1 cm2

patch size. Preload occurs from point 0 to 1 consisting of a 45 degree approach angle
to a depth of 50 µm. This was followed by a pulloff at 70◦ angle, noted from point 1
to 2. Maximum adhesive and shear values are circled near point 2.

to compensate by reattaching the slipping foot in another location or by placing ad-

ditional feet on the surface. In geckos, the sliding phenomenon also helps to orient

all of the terminal spatulae for good contact while not damaging individual contact-

ing elements, and thereby reduces the demand on the accuracy of foot presentation

to the climbing surface. It has been suggested that spatulae distribute a load and

self-align to their preferred orientation through sliding, relieving stress concentrations

via frictional loss[31]. Localized sliding could similarly help synthetic adhesives scale

to larger patch sizes (discussed further in Chapter 6, and is valuable in hierarchical

versions of GSAs that require a greater ability to passively distribute the load of a

foot to individual contacts.
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Figure 5.3: 20µm wedge-shaped adhesive load-drag-pull data from a single trial, 1
cm2 patch size. Preload occurs from point 0 to 1 consisting of a 45 degree approach
angle to a depth of 80 µm. This was followed by a 1 mm drag (points 2-3) and a
vertical pulloff (points 3-4). The substrate moved at a constant 1 mm/s over the
course of the trial. Notice the sustained dynamic adhesion and shear between points
2 and 3, indicating independent detachment and reattachment of single wedges.

5.3 Limit curve data

Similar to the behavior observed in individual gecko setae, setal arrays, and whole

gecko toes, the microfabricated wedge-shaped adhesive presented here follows the

frictional adhesion model [29] by demonstrating more adhesion when loaded in a

preferred shear direction. This property makes an adhesive particularly well suited

to climbing vertical surfaces where the body weight of an animal or robot induces

a large downward shear loading on the contacts, and where feet must be detached

without disturbing the grip of the remaining legs.
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Figure 5.4: Gecko setae load-drag-pull data from a single trial. Comparison with
Figure 5.3 shows the strong behavioral similarity between the microfabricated wedge-
shaped adhesive and gecko setae, especially the dynamic adhesion observed between
points 2 and 3. Data courtesy of Autumn Lab, Lewis and Clark College, Portland,
OR.

Data were collected for the synthetic adhesive by running a series of flat punch

LP tests. Shear and normal forces were recorded at the adhesive’s failure point for

each LP trial, and these data are plotted against each other in force space for the

entire series of tests in Figure 5.5. The resulting representation is a limit curve in

force space. Combinations of force above the curve formed by the data points are

safe and the contact will be maintained; forces below the curve will result in contact

failure. The limit curve plot shows the directional behavior of the adhesive; maximum

adhesion is reached only when a large value of shear is present. Additionally, because

the limit curve intersects the origin, when no shear is applied to a sample, the ad-

hesive detaches without any pulloff force in the normal direction. This phenomenon
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allows the structure to attain the controllable requirement for climbing adhesives by

activating the adhesion by varying the applied shear force. As discussed in Chapter

2, efficient and reliable climbing depends on this behavior. In contrast, materials such

as pressure-sensitive adhesive tapes require a substantial preload to achieve adhesion

and a similarly large force to achieve detachment. The large detachment forces tend

to create vibrations that cause other feet to lose their grip [116]. Low detachment

forces are also a critical feature of the rapid attachment/detachment cycles observed

in the gecko (5ms for attachment and 15 ms for detachment) [30].
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Figure 5.5: Limit curve of a Sylgard 170 sample of 50 µm base width wedges on a 225
µm backing layer, 1 cm2 patch size. Points indicate contact failures either through
slipping or detachment from the surface. Important to note: adhesion is only achieved
in the presence of shear loading, following the frictional adhesion model [29]. Also,
the limit curve intersects the origin, indicating that when no shear is present, the
adhesive can be detached with zero force.
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In contrast to the gecko, the wedge-shaped adhesive’s data show bi-directional

behavior. While the gecko has a preferred shear direction, for which adhesion increases

with shear loading, and an anti-preferred direction for which typical coulomb friction

behavior is observed, the wedge-shaped structure shows adhesion when loaded in

either the upward or downward shear direction (lateral displacement results in purely

frictional behavior). This bi-directionality is visible in Figure ??, which shows some

symmetry across the y-axis. The symmetric behavior can be attributed to the thin tip

at the end of the wedge, which is capable of flopping over in the anti-preferred direction

and creating a significant area of contact when loaded in such a way. However, the

desirable functions of directionality are maintained: 1) adhesion increases with shear

loading and 2) the force limit curve passes through the origin. In contrast, for a

curved elastic shape described by the Johnson-Kendall-Roberts adhesion model for

a sphere contacting a flat surface [65], the opposite behavior would be predicted: 1)

adhesion would decrease with shear loading and 2) the adhesion would be maximal

at zero shear load. Compared with the gecko’s adhesive, the wedge-shaped adhesive

structure has a smaller angular range over which zero-force detachment occurs, but

it is present for approximately ± 10◦ with respect to vertical pulloff. For reference,

flat control patches were tested with the same trajectories and the results are shown

in Figure 5.6. These data approximately match Johnson-Kendall-Roberts behavior.

While easy detachment of feet is crucial to climbing quickly and efficiently, easy

attachment is equally important. The gecko, utilizing a many-tiered hierarchy, ex-

hibits a value of µ’ (the ratio of pull-off force to preload force) between 8 and 16

depending on conditions [21], meaning that it can press its foot to a surface with 1

N of force and generate 8 to 16 N of adhesion. Published µ’ values for GSAs range

from below 0.1 to as has as 7.5 [120] and 13 [114]. The highest µ’ observed for the

wedge-shaped adhesive was 2.1 and occurred when wedges were loaded at an incoming

angle of 30◦ to avoid buckling. Adhesion during this trial was 4.9 kPa, very near the

maximum adhesive pressure observed. Minimizing the required preload is important

for climbing applications. Depending on where the feet are placed, a minimum value

of µ’ ≈ 0.33 is needed for a quadruped so that the attached feet can produce sufficient

force to preload a new foot as it is brought into contact.
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Figure 5.6: Limit curve of a flat sample of Sylgard 170. This set of data follows the
embedded friction cone model exhibiting the strongest adhesion when no shear loads
are present.

5.4 Lifetime tests

Another requirement of climbing adhesives is reusability. The gecko’s adhesive sys-

tem is highly reusable, as it must climb for long periods of time before new growth

replaces the setae and terminal spatular elements of its toe pads. Comparatively few

results have been presented in the literature on the reusability of GSAs. Where data

are presented, the performance often drops significantly after a few tests because

structures have broken or become dirty [93, 100, 99, 108, 124, 127]. Some excep-

tions are the large angled stalks previously fabricated in our lab [114] and one type

of mushroom shaped adhesive [122, 120], which demonstrate reusability for over 100

attachment/detachment cycles before performance degrades and cleaning is required.
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After this cleaning, some samples were shown to regain their initial performance.

Stiff polypropylene hairs [104, 105] also retained a high level of performance for over

150 cycles, even showing an increase in performance due to a ”breaking in” of fibers.

The microfabricated wedge-shaped adhesive reported here maintained 67% of its ini-

tial adhesion and 76% of initial shear after 30,000 trials without cleaning before the

experiment was arbitrarily stopped.

Figure 5.7 shows data for a 1 cm2 patch of wedge-shaped adhesive with a 50 µm

square base cast from Sylgard 170 over a battery of 30,000 Load-Drag-Pull cycles.

The drag phase of these tests was extended from 1 mm to 10 mm in order to increase

the rate of wear on the stalks. A preload depth of 100 µm was used and the maximum

values of shear and normal adhesion during the drag phase were taken as data points

from every 1000th trial and plotted.
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Figure 5.7: Lifetime data for a single sample of 50 µm base width wedges made from
Sylgard 170, patch size 1 cm2. The wedge-shaped adhesive retained over 67% of their
initial adhesion and 76% of their initial shear after 30,000 trials.
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A high value of µ’ can enhance reusability by preventing damage to stalks during

the loading procedure. In the case of our synthetic adhesive, durability is also a result

of the elastomeric material’s ability to bend and deform without fracturing or tearing.

A gecko’s adhesive system is massively reusable (also over 30,000 trials) with a very

stiff material, β-keratin, and at stresses much greater than those sustained by the

synthetic adhesive. The gecko achieves this result in part because of its multi-level

hierarchy that distributes the load evenly to individual spatulae and it generates such

high levels of adhesion because of the more optimal spatular contact shape and size.

Setae and spatulae also avoid overload damage by detaching and resticking as needed.

A similar dynamic adhesion property was observed in the wedge-shaped adhesive as

discussed earlier. Without these attributes, it is not surprising that non-sliding GSAs

using stiff materials without a hierarchy of structural elements show high levels of

adhesion for only a few tests.

5.5 Scaling data

Much of the early work on GSAs focused on the creation of fibrillar structures at

the micro and nano scale. Many of these GSAs were tested using Atomic Force

Microscopes or micro-scale systems that measured the adhesion of samples on the

order of several mm2 or less. As the understanding of fibrillar adhesive systems has

broadened, there has been more focus on creating larger arrays of more complex

directional features and hierarchical features, as well as a focus on testing samples

on the order of several cm2. Interest in GSAs for commercial and industrial uses

may push patch sizes even larger. However, adhesive forces do not generally scale

linearly with patch area due to several factors including alignment, uniformity, and

loading/unloading challenges.

One major obstacle that prevents the use of large patches is alignment. As an

example, a fibrillar adhesive patch whose features are tolerant to ± 20 µm of variation

in the normal direction (this is approximately accurate for the 20 µm diameter wedges)

would be effective for angular misalignments less than 5.7◦ across a 200 µm x 200

µm patch, 1.15◦ across a 1 mm x 1 mm patch, and only 0.029◦ across a 4 cm x
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4 cm patch. This level of alignment accuracy is challenging to achieve in a rigid

experimental setup, and becomes impossible in an uncontrolled environment. This

analysis also assumes a perfectly flat substrate and a perfectly flat sample, which is

often not the case due to variation in the backing layer thickness or variations in fiber

height. These challenges were confronted in practice when the wedge-shaped adhesive

structures were applied to a 500 gram climbing robot platform [116]. Although the

wedge-shaped adhesive demonstrated more adhesion on the rigid experimental setup

than the much larger features originally used on the robot [114], only stationary

hanging was achieved because much of the adhesive patch failed to make close contact

with the climbing surface (observed visually due to a change in the reflected light from

contacting features). The robot’s original stalks have a height of over 1 mm, requiring

much less angular accuracy during foot placement. Nearly 100% of these larger stalks

engaged across the 4 cm2 toe during climbing as opposed to regions of 5-25% of the

wedge-shaped adhesive patches during stationary hanging.

Another challenge in applying GSAs to robots or other macro-scale climbing ap-

plications is the prevention of peeling. If a patch begins to peel at one corner or

edge, the stress concentration can quickly propagate across the entire patch resulting

in complete adhesive failure. While fibrous adhesive structures inherently have some

crack trapping ability [130], a zipper-like effect will still occur with a sufficiently large

peeling moment. The soft elastomeric material can also stretch within the backing

layer and induce a stress concentration on a single row of stalks, causing sequential

detachment of all rows. This type of peeling has been observed under misaligned

loading conditions for patches of the wedge-shaped adhesive structures that lack a

stiff backing. GSAs can take further inspiration from the gecko and create hierarchi-

cal systems that self-align to surfaces and promote equal load sharing to prevent the

initiation of peeling. The use of a hierarchical suspension layer for GSAs is discussed

in 6. The use of stiffer bulk materials can further prevent peeling by reducing the

stresses created when the backing layer stretches.

Figure 5.8 shows the results of multiple samples of the wedge shaped adhesive

taken from the same mold, cut to various areas ranging from 0.1 cm2 to 8.2 cm2, and

tested on the experimental test setup. These samples were all cast out of Sylgard
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170 with a uniform 300 µm backing layer. The first set of data shows the adhesive

pressures for a fixed trajectory that does not cause high preload forces (45◦ preload

angle, 120 µm preload depth, and 150◦ pulloff angle). These data indicate a significant

drop off in adhesion as patch size increases. A second set of data shows the maximum

adhesive pressures achieved for any preload depth and pulloff angle. The adhesion

pressures are higher than the fixed trajectory data set, and show a somewhat less

dramatic drop as patch size increases. However, to achieve these maximum pressures

requires much higher preload pressures, effectively overcoming alignment challenges

by smashing the sample and glass surface together to assure a high number of wedges

make contact. For the smaller patch sizes in these experiments, a high percentage

of stalks make good contact under light preload pressure because alignment is not

as challenging, but for the larger samples, the initial percentage of wedges in good

contact is much lower and can be improved significantly by increasing the preload

pressure to force more wedges into contact. This tactic drastically reduces the µ’

value making it less desirable for use in climbing applications where preload forces

are difficult to generate. Larger samples were also anecdotally more difficult to align

in the testbed and had greater test-to-test variability. Trends like this make macro-

scale adhesive projections from atomic force microscope data or small spherical probe

apparatuses unfair. Likewise, predictions of this adhesive’s potential performance on

the order of hundreds or thousands of Newtons of adhesion is unrealistic from the

data presented here.

5.6 Variations in wedge design

Fabrication efforts towards several variations in the wedge shape design were at-

tempted resulting in improved performance. First, wedges were fabricated at smaller

dimensions to try and increase adhesive pressure and allow the use of stiffer materi-

als as suggested by [81] and [114]. Attempts to improve adhesive pressure through

increased fill factor were also performed. Finally, changes to the basic shape of the

wedge were tried by adding a straight pillar section to the base of each wedge, or by

offsetting the wedge shape from vertical.
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Figure 5.8: Adhesion pressures for various patch sizes. All samples were taken from
the same mold and have a 300 µm backing layer thickness. Identical trajectories
consisting of a 45◦ preload to a depth of 120 µm followed by a 150◦ pulloff were used
for the fixed preload data set. The maximum adhesive pressures are also presented.
These data occurred at higher preload depths ranging from 140 µm to 180 µm. Using
a higher preload helps to overcome misalignments in the contact between wedges and
the glass substrate. This tactic, however, is impractical for climbing applications
where the ability to apply preload forces is limited.
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5.6.1 Shrinking the wedge design

Arrays of wedges were fabricated with base dimensions of 50 µm, 20µm, and 10 µm

as discussed in section 4.3. Limit curves for similar patches fabricated from Sylgard

170 at both the 20 µm and 50 µm base width are plotted in Figure 5.9. Samples with

10 µm square bases were also fabricated, but data for these samples varied widely

because the test apparatus was at the limits of its spatial resolution during trials.

Thus data from the 10 µm samples is not included in the plot. Both the 20 µm and

50 µm feature size samples were 1 cm2 patches with 600 µm backing layers. When

subjected to the same loading trajectory scaled by the wedge size (i.e. a penetration

depth of 40 µm for a 20 µm base width wedge and a penetration depth of 100 µm for

a 50 µm base width wedge), the arrays have the same real area of contact, but with

a 2.5× increase in the summed perimeter of the contacting elements for the smaller

wedge size. It has been reasoned that contact splitting will increase overall adhesion

in a vertical preload/vertical pulloff experiment [81], and similar behavior is observed

in Figure 5.9 for our directional tests. The backing layer thickness was also found to

have a significant effect on adhesive pressures as predicted by [128], with thin backing

layers performing better. The sample patch size was another factor that influenced

adhesive performance because of scaling effects, so backing thickness and patch size

were normalized for the size comparison tests.

This data suggests that scaling down feature size does indeed improve adhesive

capability, and the 20 µm wedge size was adopted as the de facto standard for all

future work. The 10 µm wedges may indeed perform even better than the 20 µm

variety, but due to the difficulties in fabrication and in testing, they were not pursued

beyond proof of process.

5.6.2 Increasing real area of contact

Other variations to the original structure focused on improving the real area of con-

tact through a reduction in the space between wedges and by connecting adjacent

wedges into long squeegee-like structures as seen in Figure 4.10. These structures

dramatically improved adhesive performance in the preferred direction. Figure 5.10
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Figure 5.9: Comparison of arrays of 20 µm base width and 50 µm base width wedges.
Patch size of 1 cm2 and backing layer thickness of 600 µm. Trajectories were scaled
to wedge size.

shows the maximum adhesive pressure for these variations against the fill factor with

all other parameters held constant. We define fill factor here to be the ratio of the

feature’s footprint area over the area of the entire sample.

It is easily seen that increasing the density of features and increasing the width of

each feature improves adhesive capability but it is not clear whether this relationship is

a linear pattern. It would be expected that with a very small fill factor, adhesion would

be nearly zero, and a linear fit does not match this boundary condition. Further,

according the data shown, a doubling of the fill factor accounts for approximately

a 5x increase in adhesion, so the individual contributions of single fibers are not

simply being summed. Assuming that the maximum adhesion of a single fiber does
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Figure 5.10: Variations in the spacing and lateral width of the wedge features were
made to increase the real area of contact for a given sample. We quantify this by the
fill factor, the ration of areas of the footprint of the features over the sample size. It
can be seen that increasing the fill factor increases the adhesive capability of a sample
by several times. All samples had a 200 µm thick backing layer and were between 0.5
cm2 and 0.75 cm2 in overall area.
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not change across these samples, this means that the more densely packed fibers

and the squeegee-like fibers which have a high fill-factor must achieve a more even

stress-distribution with an average per stalk value that is closer to the theoretical

single-fiber maximum. Because the structures are highly elastic and undergo large

strains, it is possible that edge effects and stresses in the connective backing layer of

the material are lower for the high fill factor samples where there is less room between

highly stressed stalks, but to what extent this occurs remains an open question.

5.6.3 Chisel shaped wedge structures

Of the two changes to the shape of the wedge structure, only the addition of a straight

pillar to the base of the wedge was successfully fabricated. Offsetting the wedge from

vertical was not achieved with the fabrication equipment and resources available.

These changes were intended to reduce the effective stiffness of the structure. This

change should also increase the overall adhesion by reducing the elastic springback

force of the wedges. Fabrication details and photos of these structures can be seen in

section 4.3.

Figure 5.11 shows a comparison of the limit curves for a standard 20 µm wedge

structure and for the altered structure with a vertical pillar at the base of the wedge.

These structures, seen in Figure 4.11, were named ’Chisel Tips’ due to the features’

resemblance to the hand tool. The samples were similar for all other parameters like

backing thickness and sample area. The chisel tip structures increased maximum

adhesion by about 20 percent, however, no increase in maximum shear was observed.

The increase in maximum adhesion was certainly a good result, but another ben-

efit of the chisel tip shape modification requires looking at the time trace data for

individual trajectories. Figure 5.12 shows a comparison of time traces for the 20 µm

wedge structures and the 20 µm chisel shaped wedge structures. Both samples were

fabricated in the same manner with a 200 µm thick backing layer. The chisel tip

sample was slightly larger than the 20 µm wedge sample, 0.63 cm2 compared to 0.43

cm2, so any scaling effects would work in favor of the standard wedge shaped sam-

ple. Normalizing for area, it can be seen that the chisel tip structure’s compliance
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Figure 5.11: Comparison of limit curves for a) standard wedges and b) modified chisel
tip wedges. The 20 µm wedge sample had an area of 0.43 cm2 while the chisel tip
sample was 0.63 cm2. Both samples had a 200 µm thick backing layer. Despite the
increase in patch size, the chisel tip modification improved adhesion per area by 20
percent.
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was much better as shown by the lower springback force during the preload phase of

the trajectory (labeled explicitly on the plot). This was true across all trajectories,

and Figure 5.12 was simply chosen as a representative example. This increase in

compliance helps an adhesive conform to local roughness on surfaces and improves

µ’ (µ’ is the ratio of detachment force to attachment force), which is especially use-

ful in climbing applications where the climber lacks an ability to heavily preload an

adhesive.

Figure 5.12: Comparison of time traces for a single experimental trial for a) standard
wedges and b) modified chisel tip wedges. The 20 µm wedge sample had an area of
0.43 cm2 while the chisel tip sample was 0.63 cm2. Both samples had a 200 µm thick
backing layer. The trajectory consisted of a 45 degree preload to a depth of 50 µm
followed by pulloff at 80◦ off of vertical. The 20 µm wedges were almost twice as stiff
during preload.



Chapter 6

Hierarchical synthetic adhesive

structures

Hierarchical structures can alter surface properties, allow interactions on multiple

length scales, and provide high strength to weight ratios. Numerous examples in

nature use hierarchical designs for these and other functionalities. In plant species,

many leaf structures use a hierarchical roughness on their surface to become super-

hydrophobic and self cleaning [167]. The pond-skater insect uses hydrophobic surface

topology on its legs that allows it to walk rapidly across water [168]. Hierarchies found

in sea shells and bone structures improve overall material strength, and hierarchical

structures found on the skins and wings of animals like butterflies, whales, and sharks

provide improved aero/hydrodynamic performance [169]. Despite the prevalence of

hierarchical systems in nature, human designers often choose not to use hierarchy be-

cause of its additional complexity, high cost, or prohibitive manufacturing challenges.

However, in the emerging field of biomimetics, which seeks to take inspiration from

nature and incorporate it into synthetic designs, hierarchy has become increasingly

emphasized. Of particular interest to this work are the hierarchical structures on the

feet of climbing animals that can conform intimately to surfaces at the nano-, micro-

, and milli-scale to make use of van der Waals adhesive forces. These multi-tiered

structures simultaneously distribute the climbing loads of the animal evenly amongst

millions of discrete contacts. Synthetic materials with properties similar to biological

87
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climbing adhesives have potential applications in industrial fixtures, as biomedical su-

tures, in commercial products, and for increasing robotic mobility. The most complex

biological climbing system is the four-tiered hierarchy found on the gecko lizard.

As discussed in Chapter 3, the gecko’s hierarchical adhesive system consists of

mm scale lamellae, setae that are 30-130 µm long and about 5 µm in diameter,

setal branches that are 1 µm in diameter and a few ums long, and spatulae that

are only 200 nm across and 10 nm thick[59, 50]. While it is well documented that

this compliant system allows geckos to stick to surfaces as smooth as glass and as

rough as sandstone and tree bark using dry adhesion, little progress has been made

incorporating hierarchy into synthetic dry adhesive structures. In fact, more than one

hundred fabrication recipes have been developed for creating microstructures inspired

by the gecko adhesive system [92] with only a few groups demonstrating a hierarchical

structure [112, 109, 170] and even fewer showing a useful application [?, 97]. Yet,

single layer adhesive structures are difficult to scale up to large patch sizes, do not

conform to roughness on a surface, and do not compensate for alignment error. The

hierarchical suspension structures presented below enabled scaling the wedge shaped

adhesive from patches of 1 cm2 to patches larger than 100 cm2, and allowed their use

on semi-rough surfaces like wood panelling and painted metal. These patches were

also implemented on the Stickybot climbing robot platform, allowing the robot to

carry a payload more than twice its own weight and to extend its range of climbable

vertical surfaces to semi-smooth walls made of wood and metal.

6.1 Design and testing of a two-stage hierarchical

adhesive

The millimeter-scale dry adhesive with features consisting of angled polymer stalks

with a sharp tip [114] were used in the first successful climbing trials with the Sticky-

bot robot platform[116]. While the 50 µm diameter wedge-shaped adhesive presented

in Chapters 4 and 5 showed improved performance on the laboratory’s experimental
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apparatus[31], this adhesive design proved too sensitive to alignment and fabrica-

tion/surface irregularities to be useful on the climbing robot or in other real world

applications, highlighting the need for a hierarchical suspension.

Several attempts to create working hierarchical dry adhesive systems were made

before the first successful film-terminated design was fabricated. Initial attempts fo-

cussed on seeding wedges onto millimeter scale flap-like designs that were inspired

by the gecko’s lamellae, or a stalks-on-stalks approach similar to the gecko’s se-

tal/spatular combination. Other methods of providing conformation were also ex-

plored, like the use of soft foams, air-filled balloon-like suspensions, and some hemi-

cylindrical designs based on the shape of a human index finger. The most interesting

structures that were successfully fabricated are shown in Figure 6.1. While many

of these ideas were able to provide additional compliance to the wedges, they often

lacked an ability to distribute stress evenly across the suspension (as in soft foams

or air-filled sacs), or suffered from such a large drop in real area of contact that the

overall levels of adhesion dropped significantly (as in many of the stalks-on-stalks

approaches).

The first successful film-terminated hierarchical dry adhesive structure was fab-

ricated by combining the larger mm-scale angled stalks with an array of the 50 µm

diameter wedges. The two layers of the hierarchical structure were fabricated sep-

arately, then bonded together using an inking process. Figure 6.2 shows the basic

manufacturing procedure of the suspension layer. The suspension stalks have a diam-

eter of 380 um and a vertical height of 1.0 mm. The stalk is angled 20 degrees off of

vertical and has a beveled tip of 45 degrees which ends in a sharp point. These stalks

are attached to a 1.0 mm thick backing layer. Suspension layers were cast in three

part flexible molds which were manufactured using a three axis CNC milling machine

and sacrificial wax pieces. The wax base mold defines the connective backing of the

suspension layer, and supports other pieces of the mold. The most critical piece is

the Delrin core mold, which consists of angled grooves (45◦) and thousands of angled

holes. The flexible silicone top cap mold forces out excess polymer and meshes per-

fectly with the core mold to create the sharp tips of the suspension features Together,

the ’base’, ’core’, and ’top cap’ create a closed cavity. This fabrication method is
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Figure 6.1: Several of the hierarchical designs attempted before the a successful result.
a) Wedges seeded directly onto the face of the directional polymer stalks. b) Wedges
seeded onto polymeric flaps meant to imitate gecko lamellae. c) Wedges seeded onto
a compliant, splined hemisphere meant to imitate the shape of a finger. d) Carbon
nanotubes seeded directly onto the face of the directional polymer stalks.
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described in more detail in [171].

Base!

Cap!
Core!

A ! ! ! !    B! ! !   !    C!

Figure 6.2: A) A suspension layer is made using a three part mold flexible mold that
is fabricated using a computer controlled milling machine. The core mold is placed
on top of the base mold and liquid polymer is poured into the cavities. B) The top
cap is put into place and pressure is exerted on the cap to force excess polymer out
vents on the sides of the mold. C) After curing, the mold is disassembled and a cast
suspension layer remains.

The wedge shaped adhesive structures were cast from a mold created by a two

step angled lithography procedure using SU-8, a photosensitive epoxy, described in

detail in Chapter 4 and [31]. They have a right-angle-wedge shape with a square base

dimension of 50 µm and a vertical height of 200 µm. After the liquid polymer is cast

under vaccuum, the mold is spun at constant RPM to control the uniformity of the

backing layer to a few microns within a range of thickness from 100 µm to 400 µm.

After patches of suspension layer and contact layer were cut with a razor blade

to the same approximate size, the tips of the larger suspension stalks were inked in

a puddle of silicone based glue (Smooth OnTMSilpoxy) approximately 0.4 mm deep.

The suspension structures were then placed face down onto the backing layer of the

wedge shaped structures and allowed to bond. By controlling the thickness of the

silicone glue puddle and the load on the assembled structure during the curing process,

rough control over the size and radius of the connecting fillet was achieved (see Figure

6.3). For the initial hierarchical systems, Tap Plastics’ Tap BlueTMsilicone was used

as the elastomer.

This connective film-based hierarchy immediately improved the performance of

the synthetic adhesive for larger patch sizes. Real area of contact was dramatically
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A ! ! ! ! !

B ! ! ! ! !

C ! ! ! ! !

Silicone glue!

Support substrate!

Suspension 

Layer!

Figure 6.3: A) The suspension layer is dipped into a controlled pool of silicone adhe-
sive B) The inked suspension layer is bonded to the contact layer under a specified
pressure to control glue fillet size C) Complete Hierarchy I sample

improved on glass surfaces even for moderately sized patches as can be seen in Figure

6.4 where the lighter gray areas represent real contact and the dark black areas rep-

resent non-contact zones. Whereas a sample of only wedges might have a tolerance

to 20 or 30 µm of misalignment across the patch, the hierarchy can compensate for

variations of several hundred µms, reducing the need for precise flat to flat align-

ment. This cushion also allows a hierarchical system to passively compensate for

irregularities in either the surface or the wedge-layer itself.

The hierarchy also improved conformation to regular, low-amplitude surface rough-

ness. A 4 cm2 size patch of the two-tiered structure supported greater than 50 grams

on a wide variety of semi-smooth surfaces, as defined in Chapter 2. These surfaces
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Figure 6.4: Comparison of the real area of contact between a hierarchical patch and
a single-tier microstructure during a hang test. The real area of contact is denoted
by the light gray area (also noted with white brackets) while black areas do not
have intimate contact. It is obvious that the hierarchical patch has a greater real
area of contact and subsequently holds significantly more weight in the hang test.
A) macroscopic view of side-by-side hang test of a hierarchical patch and a wedge
sample B) zoomed picture of hierarchical contact area C) zoomed picture of wedge-
only contact area.
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included wooden laminates, painted metal, textured plastic, and drywall. The hierar-

chical suspension layer compensates for gradual changes in roughness on the order of

µms and even tens of µms, allowing the microstructured wedge features to conform

locally and make good contact with a surface across the entire patch. These hanging

trials can be seen in Figure 6.5.

The hierarchical adhesive was also tested on the experimental apparatus. When

tested at a patch size of 1 cm2 against a smooth glass surface, the hierarchical sys-

tem maintained the properties of the wedge-shaped adhesive (directional preference,

dynamic adhesion, non-adhesive default state, etc.), but did not support the same

adhesive loads as the single-tiered structure. At 1 cm2 patch sizes on the experimen-

tal stage, alignment, patch irregularities, and surface conformation can be accounted

for much more easily than in more realistic applications on real world surfaces with

real roughness. In the highly controlled experimental environment, the single-tiered

structures performed about two times better than the hierarchal system. These data

are shown in a limit curve representation in Figure 6.6.

In preliminary prototyping of our film-terminated hierarchical structures, buckling

was often observed in the connective backing membrane of the contact layer. This

rippling or waviness caused a large number of wedges to lose close contact with the

surface. The wedges that remained in contact varied widely in strain. In the ideal

case, loads are distributed evenly to all wedges so that premature peeling or zipper-

like detachments can be avoided. This could be accomplished in the ideal case by

inserting a hinge joint where each suspension pillar is bonded to the contact layer.

More feasibly, geometric parameters can be changed to limit the bending moments

that cause the rippling behavior. This rippling behavior can be seen in Figure 6.7,

where the buckling is particularly pronounced.

Because the tips of the suspension stalks rotate as the system is loaded and the

suspension stalks bend, a moment is imparted onto the backing film of the wedge

features. Preliminary analysis of the loading forces and the induced moment were

performed using simple beam theory. Simple beam theory can model the deflections of

the wedge backing layer between adjacent suspension stalks under a constant normal

load if the wedges themselves are neglected. This type of analysis is too simple to
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a b

c

d e

Figure 6.5: A 4 cm2 patch of the hierarchical adhesive supported greater than
50 grams on a variety of everyday surfaces including a) painted metal cabinets
b)varnished wooden doors c) raw aluminum stock d) texture painted drywall and
e) mat painted drywall
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Figure 6.6: Limit curve comparison of hierarchical adhesive and single-tiered mi-
crostructure in a controlled experimental test on the experimental stage. Sample
sizes were ≤1 cm2 and the substrate was microscope glass in these trials.

model the hierarchical system accurately, but can give insight into the causes of the

buckling phenomenon and the variables that affect it.

The problem requires the clamped boundary condition in order to preserve con-

tinuity across the array of elements. The difference in deflection between a wedge

exactly between two adjacent suspension elements and a wedge directly above a sus-

pension element can be approximated by the deflection at the midpoint of the beam:

δ =
qL4

384EI
(6.1)

where q is the applied load per length, L is the distance between adjacent suspension
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Figure 6.7: This system has been partially loaded in shear and compression. As
the suspension structures bend over, they exert moments on the connective film that
supports the wedge structures, causing rippling that brings wedges out of intimate
contact with the surface. This phenomenon causes a significant decrease in adhesive
performance on flat glass compared with a rigidly mounted film with wedge structures.
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stalks, E is the Youngs Modulus of the material, and I is the moment of inertia, which

in this case is

I =
bh3

12
(6.2)

where b is the width of the membrane and h is the thickness. This calculation sug-

gests that the membrane thickness and the distance between adjacent stalks are the

primary variables in the amount of buckling. By increasing the membrane thickness

or decreasing the spacing, the variation in deflections across the wedge layer might

be significantly decreased.

However, another effect is also in play. As the suspension stalks deflect, the

rotation of the connective glue-joints induce a moment onto the membrane of wedges,

causing additional local deflections between suspension elements. This load can be

modeled as a constant moment on a clamped beam with the resulting deflections

greatest at distances L/4 and 3L/4 away from the clamped ends. The peak-to-trough

deflection between these two points is given by:

δ =
ML2

16EI
(6.3)

where M is the induced, constant moment. The moment depends largely on the con-

nective joint between suspension stalks and the wedge membrane, which will have an

associated torsional spring constant. (With a pure pin joint, this moment would not

exist.) As the suspension stalks deflect, they will work against this torsional spring,

imparting a moment at each attachment point to the wedge membrane. Modeling

this torsional spring constant analytically would be difficult and imprecise, so finite

element methods were used, but it can be seen from the very simple beam model

above, that once again the spacing between hierarchical elements and the thickness

of the wedge membrane are the primary variables impacting the amount of buckling

in the imparted moment scenario.

These simple beam models, along with some physical intuition, provided the basis

of two further design iterations on the hierarchical system. Following the fabrication

and testing of these hierarchies, a more rigorous frame analysis was performed (see
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section 6.2) to understand the effects of these variables more precisely, and to inform

future geometric optimization efforts on the suspension structures of all dry adhesives.

6.2 Improving the hierarchical adhesive’s real area

of contact

Two additional design iterations were performed on the hierarchical system to improve

performance and address the buckling issue presented above. In the Hierarchy II

design, the rectangular-footprint, long wedge structures were used. Recalling Chapter

4, these structures have a rectangular base of 20 µm by 200 µm and a height of 80

µm, and they are more densely packed than the 50 µm wedge structures. These

modifications improve the fill factor of the wedge layer from 25% to almost 50%.

Based on the simple clamped beam analysis, the backing membrane of the wedge

layer was also increased in thickness from 150 µm to 350 µm to increase the resistance

to deflections between adjacent hierarchical stalks. This iteration of the hierarchical

system increased the maximum sustainable forces more than 2×.

In the Hierarchy III design, the suspension structure was modified to further

improve equal load sharing among contacts. Longer and more significantly angled

suspension posts were packed at a density of 2,000,000 per m2, effectively halving the

distance between adjacent suspension elements. These posts were angled at either

35 degrees or 45 degrees off vertical and were fabricated from a stiffer polyurethane

(increasing E). For manufacturing simplicity, these posts did not have the beveled tip

of previous hierarchical suspension posts. This allowed for much faster prototyping

and did not significantly diminish from performance because the suspension stalks

incur a bulge at their tip due to the inking process used to bond layers together. The

design modifications of Hierarchy III improved adhesive performance by an additional

2× over Hierarchy II. Pictures of all three hierarchical designs can be seen in Figure

6.8 and a comparison of their limit curve data on flat glass are presented in Figure

6.9.
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Figure 6.8: Hierarchy I consists of the 380 µm diameter directional polymer stalks
with 50 µdiameter wedge structures. Hierarchy II has a thickened wedge backing layer
and the 20 µm diameter long wedges were used as contacting features. Hierarchy III
has longer and more significantly angled posts as the suspension elements. These
posts are spaced more densely together. The wedge backing layer is thick and the 20
µm diameter long wedges were used here as well.

Previous simplistic modeling of the hierarchical suspension was helpful in identi-

fying the main problems with the initial hierarchical system, but in order to under-

stand the workings of Hierarchy III and the impact of geometric changes on the basic

framed structure, a more comprehensive model was desired. A finite element matrix

method that could be coded in MatlabTMwas chosen over a finite element program

like ANSYSTMor COMSOLTMbecause of the ease with which parameters like the an-

gle of stalk, or thickness of a membrane could be varied and calculated [172, 173].

In this matrix method, no redrawing or remeshing of elements is required, allowing

more straightforward calculation of deflections and beam shapes due to applied loads

and moments.

While a matrix frame analysis is convenient, it has several limitations. Perhaps the

largest assumption of this model is small strain. In reality, the suspension structures

go through large strains, sometimes surpassing 30%. The model loses accuracy for

these large strains. The frame analysis also models the system as a 2D structure,
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Figure 6.9: Limit curve data for Hierarchy I, Hierarchy II, and Hierarchy III. All
designs follow the directional adhesion model, but Hierarchy III clearly outperforms
the previous design iterations. All data were taken for 4 cm2 sized samples against
clean glass.
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approximating the connective membrane as a beam. While this may seem like a large

simplification, most of the loading occurs in the plane that is modeled, and therefore

effects of lateral geometry are minimal. In a frame analysis, the aspect ratio of beams

is ideally 8:1 or larger, else short beam shear terms become relevant. In our case,

we have an aspect ratio of only 4:1. Lastly, the geometry of the suspension stalk is

not a simply a straight beam; it has a tapered tip and a glob of glue connecting it

to the contact layer. Yet, for simplification, a straight beam is assumed. Despite

these approximations, the model remains useful. This tool may not be accurate

for predicting exact deflections of the structure, but it is only intended to indicate

the trends and direction that various geometric or material changes could have on a

fibrillar suspension layer, and the bucking behavior observed in the first prototypes.

Figure 6.10 shows the basic frame structure used to model the hierarchical sus-

pension. Since nearly all trajectories are only run in two dimensions when data are

collected on the experimental apparatus, a 2D frame model was chosen to reduce

complexity. Numbers 1-8 denote nodes, rigid attachment points between separate

beams. The beams are labeled A-G, each with their own length, Young’s modulus,

and cross section if desired. For the purposes of this analysis, the focus will be on

Beam D. While the figure shows only 7 beams, in simulation, 17 beams were used

to minimize any effects of the unsupported outer nodes. Thus, the continuity con-

ditions at nodes 3 and 5 are much closer to those in the real structure, which can

be approximated by an infinite number of beams in this orientation for appreciably

large sample sizes. The loading scenario during engagement was approximated by a

distributed force at 45◦ off normal as shown in Figure 6.10b, but this load can be

discretized and converted to equivalent joint loads as shown in Figure 6.10c.

After assembly of the full 54 by 54 stiffness matrix, the problem can be reduced

by eliminating rows and columns pertaining to deflections or forces exerted at fixed

nodes (i.e. 1,4,6, and 8 in Figure 6.10). This leaves a 27 by 27 reduced stiffness

matrix that can be inverted to solve for the joint displacements of the free nodes

given any combination of applied joint loads. The joint displacements can be taken

a step further, and used to solve for the overall beam equation of the center beam

(Beam D in Figure 6.10). This shape can then be plotted and examined for various
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Figure 6.10: The plane frame model used to analyze hierarchical suspension design.
a) nodes 1-8, each a rigid attachment, and beams A-G with independently variable
length and cross section. b) A 45◦ distributed force approximates the loading situation
experienced by the wedge membrane during the preload phase. c) Equivalent joint
loads must be calculated for the execution of the matrix calculations.
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cases to elucidate how each independent variable affects the wedge membrane. As a

proxy for measuring the waviness of the system, the differential between the upper

peak of the membrane and the lower trough was used. The full procedure and psuedo

code for the mathematical program is presented in Appendix B.

With the MatlabTMscripts in place, a design of experiments was performed in

simulation to model the effects of the five parameters listed below on the deflection

and shape of the wedge membrane between suspension elements.

• thickness of wedge membrane

• spacing between suspension elements

• E, the Young’s modulus of the suspension pillars

• height of suspension stalks

Nominal values for these properties were 200 µm for the thickness of the wedge

membrane, 1.0 mm for the spacing between suspension elements, 1 MPa for the

Young’s modulus, and 1.5 mm for the height of the suspension stalks. The angle,

theta, was held constant at 55◦. The results of the frame analysis are presented

graphically in Figure 6.11.

This analysis suggests that stalk spacing has the largest impact on the rippling

behavior for the range of geometric parameters considered. The thickness of the wedge

membrane also showed the potential to moderately influence rippling behavior in

simulation. These were the two primary design changes in Hierarchy II and Hierarchy

III. While the stalk height was also changed modestly in Hierarchy III, simulation

predicts only a moderate increase in rippling due to this change. The Young’s modulus

was not varied significantly in physical prototype, and was shown to have relatively

little effect near the current material parameter, measured at 1.5 MPa.

Figure 6.12 shows optical images of each hierarchical design in a loaded state. It is

clear that rippling is a major obstacle in Hierarchy I, where some wedges are in close

contact with the surface, and other wedges barely make contact at all. However, the

photos show that the rippling is much less significant in Hierarchy II and Hierarchy
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Figure 6.11: Frame model results showing the degree of waviness approximated by
the peak to trough displacement against various geometric and material parame-
ters. A) the spacing between suspension elements B) the height of suspension pillars
C)thickness of the wedge membrane and D) the Young’s modulus of the material.
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III, as the model predicts. While this validation of the trend predictions from the

frame analysis is useful in its own right, the result may have more utility as the basis

for future models that can predict the pressure distribution across the contact layer.

This type of quantified simulation would be very useful in evaluating the load sharing

capabilities of different hierarchical designs. This type of stress information requires

more involved modeling efforts with finite element packages, and is currently being

undertaken in the hopes of creating a predictive tool for future hierarchical designs.

Figure 6.12: A) Close up optical microscope picture of the rippling behavior in Hi-
erarchy I, causing non-uniform contact and uneven pressure distribution. B) Optical
microscope picture of Hierarchy I under typical preload. C) Optical microscope pic-
ture of Hierarchy II under typical preload. D) Optical microscope picture of Hierarchy
III under typical preload.

Rippling is not the only obstacle in hierarchical design. The effective vertical

stiffness of each layer of Hierarchy III was also analyzed to ensure the compatibility of

the suspension layer with the contact layer. In order to be compatible, the suspension
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layer must be soft enough to correct for misalignments and surface irregularities, but

stiff enough to force the wedge shaped features to bend and engage a significant

portion of their angled face. The stiffness of each layer was measured empirically.

For Hierarchy III, continuous measurements were made as each layer (contact and

suspension) was compressed to 50% of the features’ initial height, and an effective

linear stiffness of the layer was procured. The stiffnesses were measured as 27,000

N/m per cm2 for the contact layer, 2000 N/m per cm2 for the suspension layer, and

1500 N/m per cm2 for the combined hierarchical system including the glue layer.

Using the measured values for each layer and a theoretical preload of 10 kPa, the

respective deflections within the structure can be calculated. According to these

calculations, the suspension posts would deflect 1.05 mm (71% of their height) while

the wedge structures would deflect 36 µm (46% of their height). Data for the wedge

structures shows good performance when the wedges are loaded anywhere between

40% and 80% of their height [31].

6.3 Hierarchy II and III scaling data

One of the primary limitations of single-layer fibrillar adhesive structures is their

inability to be scaled to larger patch sizes. This is true of all gecko-like adhesives

presented previously in the literature, none of which show data for patch sizes more

than 4 cm2. An experiment was performed on the wedge-shaped adhesive structures

to show the effects of scaling. 8 patches that varied in size from 0.1 to 10 cm2 were

fabricated from the same mold and tested identically on the experimental apparatus

as described in section 5.5. A significant drop off in both adhesive and shear pressure

was observed for patches larger than about 1 cm 2. However, when multiple samples

of Hierarchy II were tested in the same manner, no drop off was observed. These data

are presented in 6.13.

Single layer fibrillar arrays suffer from an extremely high demand on alignment

for patch sizes above a few mm2. The claim in Greiner et al. that hierarchy does

not improve fibrillar adhesive performance on planar surfaces [170] does not consider

this alignment problem. Because the height of microstructured adhesives is so much
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Figure 6.13: Scaling data for Hierarchy II and the 50 µm diameter shows a significant
drop off in maximum shear adhesion for the single layer adhesive, but a consistent,
scalable trend for the hierarchical adhesive. The hierarchical suspension helps a patch
overcome alignment error and allows the contacting wedges to conform locally to the
surface. Both samples were 4 cm2 and tested against clean glass.
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smaller than the diameter of a macroscale sample, the patch must be presented in a

flat-to-flat orientation to a planar surface with great angular precision if high levels

of adhesion are to be achieved. For example, if an 80 µm tall fiber like those used

in the hierarchical system presented here is mounted by itself on a rigid substrate, it

may be tolerant to variation in the depth of load of about +- 20 µm at best. Across a

5 mm diameter patch, this would require an angular alignment of about 0.5 degrees,

but for a patch of 10 cm diameter, an angular alignment of 0.02 degrees is required.

This level of precision is difficult to attain on a well-controlled experimental platform,

and becomes impossible to achieve in a real world application like a climbing robot.

The hierarchical system, however, provides compliance that allows a 10 cm diameter

patch to self-align to a planar surface and engage a high number of contacting fibers

appropriately. The hierarchical suspension layer can also compensate for irregulari-

ties in the contacting wedge layer that may have arisen during manufacture, or for

abnormalities on a test surface.

It is important to note that a hierarchy cannot simply be compliant during loading,

it must also distribute forces evenly to the many thousands of contacts. If an isotropic

foam or soft rubber backing was used in place of the fibrillar suspension structures,

this load sharing would not be accomplished. A stress concentration would exist at

the leading or trailing edge of the patch (depending on load angle), and the patch

would peel away from the surface at loads much less than those achieved with a

fibrillar suspension structure. The restoring elastic force of a compressed foam can also

overcome the gains in adhesion through surface conformation. A fibrillar structure

that has different stiffness properties in different directions (shear vs. normal) is

better equipped to overcome these springback forces. The angled nature of the fibrillar

suspension elements presented here match the predominantly shear loading vector of

a patch hanging on a vertical surface, which aids in load distribution.

To show the scalability of the hierarchical structure out to patch sizes of 100 cm2

and greater, a second set of experiments were run where patches of various sizes were

placed on a vertical glass surface and loaded with hanging weights. Square patches

ranging from 6 cm2 to 130 cm2 were tested identically in this manner. Data from this

experiment are presented in Figure 6.14a. A photo of a 130 cm2 patch of Hierarchy
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III material is shown holding 75 pounds, the maximum weight held, in Figure 6.15a.

These largest patches still engaged greater than 80 % of the contact layer, observed

through the glass by a color change in the sample. Figure 6.15b shows this color

change and the approximately 80 % contact for a 100 cm2 patch holding 55 pounds.

Patches larger than 25 cm2 were fabricated by tiling together multiple pieces of both

the suspension layer and the contacting layer, showing the Hierarchies’ tolerance to

manufacturing imprecision. These hang tests were repeated more than ten times each

in order to demonstrate the reusability of the structures. The largest patch has been

demonstrated more than 500 times without a degradation of performance. If a patch

becomes dirty, it can be cleaned with soap and water.

6.4 Hierarchy II and III roughness data

The same basic principles of alignment tolerance, conformation to surface irregulari-

ties, and equal load distribution that permit the hierarchical structure to be scaled to

large areas also enable its use on semi-rough surfaces like metal, plastic, and wood.

These rougher surfaces are inherently unable to achieve flat-to-flat alignment since

their surfaces are not actually flat. Therefore, for a patch of any size to adhere to

a semi-rough surface, it must be able to self-align to the topography of that surface

while still maintaining an even load distribution profile. The hierarchical designs all

out-performed wedge-only samples on rough surfaces. By including the suspension

layer, the material was able to stick to a range of semi-rough surfaces like painted

metal cabinets, wooden wall panelling, and interior painted drywall.

Conforming to rough surfaces requires matching both the global topography of

that surface and the local roughness of any given sub-area. In this terminology,

global topography is the low spatial frequency roughness that varies gradually across

many contact elements. Local roughness is the sharper, high spatial frequency com-

ponents of roughness that vary on length scales less than a single wedge contact

element. The hierarchical designs presented here self-align to global topography us-

ing the suspension layer to compensate for long wave length variations in the surface.

However, the wedge features (20 µm base diameter) are still large in comparison to
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Figure 6.14: Data from hanging weight tests for various sized patches of Hierarchy II
and Hierarchy III show the scalability of the hierarchical materials.
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Figure 6.15: a) a 130 cm2 patch of Hierarchy III holds 75 pounds on vertical glass.
b) Real area of contact as seen through the glass for a 100 cm2 patch of Hierarchy
II while it supports 55 pounds. Lighter gray regions represent intimate contact and
dark black regions are areas with poor contact.

much of the high spatial frequency roughness of common surfaces. Therefore, while

the film terminated suspension layers are effective for adhering to metals, plastic,

wood, and interior walls, the maximum sustainable load drops off as the high spatial

frequency roughness of these surfaces increases.Data for a variety of common surfaces

are presented in Figure 6.16.

To conform to the local roughness of surfaces, future hierarchical designs will need

to decouple the suspension layer and the contact layer in such a way to allow a larger

range of conformation to roughness. With adjacent suspension elements linked by the

backing membrane of the contact wedge layer, conformation to surfaces with sharp
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Figure 6.16: A) Hierarchy III samples performed well on a variety of semi-rough
surfaces as well as glass. By comparison, the 50 µm wedge shaped adhesive by itself
only performed well on very smooth surfaces. Roughness data was obtained on a
white light interferometer at Los Alamos National Laboratories by Paul Day. B)
A large Hierarchy III patch demonstrating high levels of adhesion on a wood panel
wall. The compliance of the suspension layer allows the sample to conform to a
surface locally and compensate for large changes in roughness like the crack between
adjacent panels. C) Hierarchy III patches also perform well on painted metal and D)
real world uncleaned, unprepared surfaces like automobiles.
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discontinuities is not currently possible, yet it is precisely this film that allows for a

high real area of contact on smooth surfaces. The gecko uses a much stiffer material

than our elastomeric polymers, and can therefore pack adhesive elements much more

closely together without adjacent fibers clumping. The synthetic system could be

improved by a third level of the hierarchy with sub-micron sized features that could

better conform to local roughness, which is currently too small for the wedge face to

adequately interact with. For reference, gecko’s contact elements, spatulae, are about

100 times smaller than the wedge shaped fibers.

6.5 Application to a climbing robot

The hierarchical dry adhesive was designed with climbing applications in mind. Upon

successful trials on the experimental stage, patches of Hierarchy I, II, and III were

glued to the feet of the Stickybot robot platform, previously developed by our group[116].

The Stickybot robot platform had previously only climbed with the mm-sized angled

polymer stalks [114], and had hung statically from vertical glass with the 50 µm di-

ameter wedge shaped adhesive [31]. Using the Hierarchy I material for its toepads,

the robot was able to climb vertical glass carrying a payload more than double its

weight (robot weight is 400 g, payload was 1 kg), limited not by the adhesive system’s

capability, but by the strength of the compliant shoulder joint of the robot which was

bottoming out with such a large payload. The robot was also able to climb a new

range of surfaces including wood panelling, metal cabinets, and other interior surfaces

as seen in Figure 6.17.
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Figure 6.17: A) The Stickybot robot platform climbing with Hierarchy II adhesive
toe pads. The robot was able to climb with a payload twice its bodyweight and climb
both smooth surfaces like glass, and semi-rough surfaces like the wood panelling
shown here and in B)



Chapter 7

Conclusion

7.1 Summary

This motivation for this work was to expand the capabilities of mobile robots, specif-

ically their ability to climb vertical surfaces. The gecko lizard provided a biological

example of a legged system capable of traversing horizontal, vertical, and inverted

surfaces of almost any roughness. Through the study of the gecko’s adhesive system,

several core requirements were laid out for a climbing adhesive.

1. Control: a climbing adhesive must have a mechanism of control that allows

the climber to activate its adhesion when a foot is in contact with a climbing

surface, and deactivate the adhesion when it is time to remove the foot and

take another step. The ability to control adhesion is vital for reliability, speed,

stability, and efficiency during climbing.

2. Reusable: a climbing adhesive must be used repeatedly and for long periods

of time as a climber maneuvers on vertical surfaces without the loss of adhesive

performance. An adhesive that fails non-catastrophically is also desirable so

that a climber can recover from missteps.

3. Conformation: in order to ascend surfaces with any amount of roughness, the

adhesive system must conform locally to variations across several length scales.

This is often accomplished by a hierarchical suspension structure.

116
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4. Equal Load Sharing: once engaged, a climbing adhesive must distribute the

adhesive forces evenly across many thousands of elements, preventing stress

concentrations that could cause premature detachment or peeling.

Seeking to fulfill these requirements, a directional adhesive microstructure was

conceived and fabricated based on new lithographic process technology. Angled ex-

posures in a thick photo sensitive epoxy were performed to create reusable molds,

into which elastomeric polymers were cast. The right angle wedge shape of the fibers

had a strong directional dependence on adhesion, allowing for the control of adhesion

through the monitoring of shear forces on a patch. The biomimetic structure was

very reusable, being tested to over 30,000 cycles without large decreases in perfor-

mance. The structure also exhibited a property called dynamic adhesion, maintaining

adhesion while failing in shear or sliding. Several further iterations of this class of

structures were fabricated and improved the adhesive pressures of small sample sizes

by over 5×. However, the single-tiered wedge arrays did not meet the conformation

or equal load sharing requirements. This limited their usefulness to glass-smooth

surfaces and small sample sizes (≤ 1 cm2).

In order to achieve the last two requirements, hierarchical suspension structures

were incorporated into the adhesive system. These mm-scale fibrillar backing struc-

tures allowed the wedge structure to conform locally to roughness on the order of

µm and tens of µms. The alignment forgiveness of these structures also allowed the

sample sizes to be scaled from 1 cm2 to greater than 100 cm2 without a loss of per-

formance. In total, three successful hierarchical iterations were fabricated. A finite

element matrix approach to the analysis of these structures was performed, under-

scoring the mechanism by which the suspension structures operate, and providing

insight into future geometric optimization.

The hierarchical adhesive system was implemented on a climbing robot platform,

Stickybot, improving its performance on both vertical glass and a variety of semi-

rough surfaces like wood and metal. Hang test demonstrations on large patches were

also performed, achieving greater than 4 psi of holding power on glass, and supporting

a maximum weight of 75 pounds using a 130 cm2 patch. These demonstrations

indicate that future iterations of this dry adhesive technology might be capable of
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supporting the loads necessary for human climbing.

7.2 Future possibilities

While this thesis presents several successful steps in the development of synthetic

climbing adhesives, there is still much room for improvement. The gecko employs at

least four tiers of hierarchy in its adhesive system, and can climb surfaces as rough as

tree bark and sandstone. Future synthetic adhesive systems should include multiple

levels of suspension and smaller terminal fibers to achieve performance on par with

nature.

Current fabrication methods for the dry adhesives presented in this work and in

the literature are all expensive, time intensive, and subject to low yield. To make

the technology commercially available, work will need to be performed to automate

and simplify fabrication methods. Because nearly all gecko like adhesives are cur-

rently fabricated at least partially in clean room, it is unlikely that costs will drop

exorbitantly, but the creation of metal masters or the transfer of technology to mass-

manufacturing methods could help in this respect.

Finally, as the material progresses, a range of applications become possible. In

climbing, faster robots at both larger and smaller size scales are now possible. Work

on an apparatus for human climbing is also underway based on this technology. Other

application spaces are also promising for dry adhesive technology including fixturing,

medical adhesives, and tapes for mounting flat screen televisions or pieces of art on

walls. The possibilities of these products and applications should continue to drive

innovation and progress in gecko-like adhesives for several years to come.
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Microfabrication recipes

The wedge molds are created in a two-stage process. In the first stage, a quartz wafer

is patterned with a thin film of Aluminum, creating a hard mask. In the second stage,

an SU-8 film is used to create the wedge-shaped cavities that comprise a mold. The

first stage of the process is identical for all types of wedge molds, varying only by the

mask design that is used. The second, part of the process (SU-8 side) is similar in

procedure for various mold types, but parameters can vary significantly.

SU-8 is a negative tone photoresist made by MicroChem Corporation [174]. The

typical procedure for SU-8 involves multiple steps. First, the wafer surface must be

cleaned and heated to remove any contaminants or water vapor from the surface.

Next, SU-8 is typically applied to the wafer using a spin coater to create an even film.

Following the spin step is a pre-exposure bake, during which the resist solidifies on

the wafer. Once firm, the resist is exposed to UV radiation, often with the use of a

glass filter to block out wavelengths below 350 nm. UV light activates a catalyst in

the film, but the wafer must be heated once again in a post exposure bake to allow

this catalyst to move throughout the film and create cross-links between the long

polymer molecules that account for most of the SU-8 material composition. After the

post exposure bake, a development step in a solvent solution removes uncrosslinked

material. To finish the process, a post bake is often done to drive off any leftover

solvent in the film and make the finished film more robust.

Specific recipes for the first stage (AL patterning) and the second stage (SU-8)

119
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for each of the wedge mold types are detailed below.

A.1 1st stage: Aluminum patterning

1. Clean Starting with a quartz wafer (other forms of glass like Pyrex contain

Potassium, Sodium, and other contaminants that make them incompatible with

’clean’ or ’semi-clean’ equipment at the Stanford Nanofabrication Facility), a

typical pre-metallization RCA clean process is run.

(a) 10 minutes in a 4:1 H2SO4:H2 bath at 90◦C

(b) dump rinse

(c) 10 minutes in a 5:1:1 H2O:H2O2:HCl bath at 70◦C

(d) dump rinse

(e) 30 seconds in a 50:1 H2O:HF bath

(f) dump rinse

(g) spin dry

2. Al deposition Up to 12 wafers can be loaded into the Gryphon metal deposi-

tion machine for coating. A 0.1 µm layer is achieved by operating the running

the machine for 60 seconds at 7.5 kW with a vacuum of 4−7
E torr.

3. Scribe wafers Label wafers by scribing the non-Aluminum side near the flat.

Follow scribing with a dump rinse cycle and spin dry in the metal wet bench

rinse tank and dryer.

4. Coat with photoresist Using the SVG coat track, coat each of the AL films

with 1.0 µm of Shipley 3612 photoresist. Use the program that includes vapor

prime and a 2 mm edge bead removal.

5. Expose photoresist Using any of the contact aligners, expose the photoresist

with 19.5 mW/cm2 of UV energy (typically 1.3 seconds of exposure). During

this step, the selection of the mask determines which of the wedge varieties will

be fabricated
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6. Develop photoresist Using the SVG develop track, develop all wafers using

the 1.0 µm Shipley 3612 recipe.

7. Etch Aluminum At the metal wetbench, dip all wafers in the ’Al Etch’ bath

for 45 seconds at 45◦C. NOTE: be sure that the wafers enter the bath wet. Use

the dump rinser to wet wafers prior to etching. Following the etch, rinse and

spin dry wafers.

8. Strip photoresist Also at the metal wetbench, strip the remaining photoresist

by placing wafers in PRX-127 bath at 40◦C for 20 minutes. NOTE: wafers must

enter the bath dry. Following the photoresist strip, rinse and spin dry wafers.

A.2 2nd stage: 50 µm wedges SU-8 mold

1. Clean Starting with one of the wafers that has already completed the Al pat-

terning, rinse wafer thoroughly in Acetone, Methanol, and Isopropyl Alcohol

(IPA) in that order. Dry wafer using nitrogen or clean dry air gun.

2. Singe Singe wafer on a hotplate for 5 minutes at a temperature greater than

110◦C.

3. Spincoat Place wafer inside spin coater centered on chuck. Dispense approxi-

mately 10 mL of SU-8 2035 onto the center of the wafer, being careful to limit

the amount of bubbles that may form by pouring in a steady flow, and by cut-

ting off the small, final streams of SU-8 with a wipe which can be disposed.

The program for the spinner is as follows:

(a) spin 500 RPM for 30 sec with a 100 RPM/s ramp rate

(b) spin 1100 RPM for 30 sec with a 300 RPM/s ramp rate (target thickness

of 100 µm)

Alternatively, the mold can be created with SU-8 2100, in which case the spinner

program is as follows:
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(a) spin 500 RPM for 30 sec with a 100 RPM/s ramp rate

(b) spin 3000 RPM for 35 sec with a 300 RPM/s ramp rate (target thickness

of 100 µm)

4. Pre-bake The pre-bake step starts on a hotplate at 65◦C or less. From this

temperature, the hotplate should be ramped up to 95◦C in no less than 5

minutes. The wafer should be held at a temperature of >90◦C for 16 minutes.

5. Repeat spin and pre-bake steps Using two 100 µm spin steps provides a

more consistent film than trying to do a single 200 µm thick spin.

6. First exposure The first exposure is done on the Karl Suss contact aligner.

Use the ”Grab Image” mode to help with alignment. The multiple exposure

button must also be selected. Expose wafer to 405 mW/cm2 of total UV energy

in three equal doses (typically 3x9.0 seconds with a 10 second rest between

exposures). Right before exposure, lift the optics and place the UV filter above

the mask. This filter must be removed after exposure, before the optics descend.

7. Second exposure The second exposure is done in the MERL Cleanshop under

the collimated UV light source. Use the angled wafer jig with an angle of 21.5◦

and make sure to put the wafer face down, so that the Aluminum hard mask is

closest to the lamp. There is also a spot on the jig to place the UV filter above

the wafer. Expose wafer with 390 mW/cm2 in two equal doses (typically 2x9.0

seconds with a 10 second rest between exposures).

8. Post-exposure bake Place the wafer on a 65◦C hotplate for 5 minutes, then

ramp or switch to a 95◦C temperature and hold for 15 minutes. Allow to cool.

9. Develop Place the wafer in a bath of SU-8 developer for 20 minutes. Gently

shake beaker to provide agitation during the development step to speed the

process along.

10. Hard bake Place the wafer on a 65◦C hotplate for 5 minutes, then ramp up to

a temperature above 100◦C and hold for 5 minutes. Allow to cool.
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A.3 2nd stage: 20µm wedges or squeegees SU-8

mold

1. Clean Starting with one of the wafers that has already completed the Al pat-

terning, rinse wafer thoroughly in Acetone, Methanol, and Isopropyl Alcohol

(IPA) in that order. Dry wafer using nitrogen or clean dry air gun.

2. Singe Singe wafer on a hotplate for 5 minutes at a temperature greater than

110◦C.

3. Spincoat Place wafer inside spin coater centered on chuck. Dispense approxi-

mately 10 mL of SU-8 2035 onto the center of the wafer, being careful to limit

the amount of bubbles that may form by pouring in a steady flow, and by cut-

ting off the small, final streams of SU-8 with a wipe which can be disposed.

The program for the spinner is as follows:

(a) spin 500 RPM for 30 sec with a 100 RPM/s ramp rate

(b) spin 1300 RPM for 30 sec with a 300 RPM/s ramp rate (target thickness

of 80 µm)

4. Pre-bake The pre-bake step starts on a hotplate at 65◦C or less. From this

temperature, the hotplate should be ramped up to 95◦C in no less than 5

minutes. The wafer should be held at a temperature of >90◦C for 13 minutes.

5. First exposure The first exposure is done on the Karl Suss contact aligner.

Use the ”Grab Image” mode to help with alignment. The multiple exposure

button must also be selected. Expose wafer to 207 mW/cm2 of total UV energy

in three equal doses (typically 2x6.9 seconds with a 10 second rest between

exposures). Right before exposure, lift the optics and place the UV filter above

the mask. This filter must be removed after exposure, before the optics descend.

6. Second exposure The second exposure is done in the MERL Cleanshop under

the collimated UV light source. Use the angled wafer jig with an angle of 21.5◦

and make sure to put the wafer face down, so that the Aluminum hard mask is
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closest to the lamp. There is also a spot on the jig to place the UV filter above

the wafer. Expose wafer with 184 mW/cm2 in two equal doses (typically 2x4.0

seconds with a 10 second rest between exposures).

7. Post-exposure bake Place the wafer on a 65◦C hotplate for 1 minutes, then

ramp or switch to a 95◦C temperature and hold for 7 minutes. Allow to cool.

8. Develop Place the wafer in a bath of SU-8 developer for 9 minutes. Gently

shake beaker to provide agitation during the development step to speed the

process along.

9. Hard bake Place the wafer on a 65◦C hotplate for 5 minutes, then ramp up to

a temperature above 100◦C and hold for 5 minutes. Allow to cool.

A.4 2nd stage: 10 µm wedges SU-8 mold

1. Clean Starting with one of the wafers that has already completed the Al pat-

terning, rinse wafer thoroughly in Acetone, Methanol, and Isopropyl Alcohol

(IPA) in that order. Dry wafer using nitrogen or clean dry air gun.

2. Singe Singe wafer on a hotplate for 5 minutes at a temperature greater than

110◦C.

3. Spincoat Place wafer inside spin coater centered on chuck. Dispense approxi-

mately 10 mL of SU-8 2035 onto the center of the wafer, being careful to limit

the amount of bubbles that may form by pouring in a steady flow, and by cut-

ting off the small, final streams of SU-8 with a wipe which can be disposed.

The program for the spinner is as follows:

(a) spin 500 RPM for 30 sec with a 100 RPM/s ramp rate

(b) spin 3300 RPM for 30 sec with a 300 RPM/s ramp rate (target thickness

of 40 µm)

4. Pre-bake The pre-bake step starts on a hotplate at 65◦C for 2 minutes followed

by 5 minutes on a 95◦C hotplate.
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5. First exposure The first exposure is done on the Karl Suss contact aligner.

Use the ”Grab Image” mode to help with alignment. The multiple exposure

button must also be selected. Expose wafer to 96 mW/cm2 of total UV energy

in three equal doses (typically 2x3.2 seconds with a 10 second rest between

exposures). Right before exposure, lift the optics and place the UV filter above

the mask. This filter must be removed after exposure, before the optics descend.

6. Second exposure The second exposure is done in the MERL Cleanshop under

the collimated UV light source. Use the angled wafer jig with an angle of 21.5◦

and make sure to put the wafer face down, so that the Aluminum hard mask is

closest to the lamp. There is also a spot on the jig to place the UV filter above

the wafer. Expose wafer with 145 mW/cm2 in two equal doses (typically 2x3.5

seconds with a 10 second rest between exposures).

7. Expose non-critical zones Expose the non-critical area with 165 mW/cm2 in

one dose (typically 7.5 seconds). Mask the critical area with a broken Si wafer.

8. Post-exposure bake Place the wafer on a 65◦C hotplate for 1 minutes, then

switch to a 95◦C temperature and hold for 4:30 minutes. Allow to cool. Beware

of white areas forming on the wafer–this indicates delamination and the wafer

should be removed from the plate immediately.

9. Develop Place the wafer in a bath of SU-8 developer for 3 minutes. Gently

shake beaker to provide agitation during the development step to speed the

process along. Be extremely aware of white areas forming on the wafer–this

indicates delamination and the wafer should be removed from the plate imme-

diately.

10. Dry Dry wafer using the nitrigen or air gun. Do not hardbake.

A.5 2nd stage: 20µm chisel tips SU-8 mold

To create a chisel tip mold, an additional spin, expose, develop cycle is performed on

a competed wedge mold.
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1. Clean Starting with one of the wafers that has already completed the recipe

for 20 µm wedges. Rinse wafer thoroughly in Acetone, Methanol, and Isopropyl

Alcohol (IPA) in that order. Dry wafer using nitrogen or clean dry air gun.

2. Singe Singe wafer on a hotplate for 5 minutes at a temperature greater than

110◦C.

3. Second spincoat Place wafer inside spin coater centered on chuck. Dispense

approximately 10 mL of SU-8 2035 onto the center of the wafer, being careful to

limit the amount of bubbles that may form by pouring in a steady flow, and by

cutting off the small, final streams of SU-8 with a wipe which can be disposed.

The program for the spinner is as follows:

(a) spin 500 RPM for 30 sec with a 100 RPM/s ramp rate

(b) spin 2000 RPM for 30 sec with a 300 RPM/s ramp rate (target thickness

of 40 µm)

4. Pre-bake The pre-bake step starts on a hotplate at 65◦C or less. From this

temperature, the hotplate should be ramped up to 95◦C in no less than 5

minutes. The wafer should be held at a temperature of >90◦C for 5 minutes.

5. Third exposure The first exposure is done on the Karl Suss contact aligner.

Use the ”Grab Image” mode to help with alignment. The multiple exposure

button must also be selected. Expose wafer to 405 mW/cm2 of total UV energy

in three equal doses (typically 3x9.0 seconds with a 10 second rest between

exposures). Right before exposure, lift the optics and place the UV filter above

the mask. This filter must be removed after exposure, before the optics descend.

6. Post-exposure bake Place the wafer on a 65◦C hotplate for 1 minutes, then

ramp or switch to a 95◦C temperature and hold for 4 minutes. Allow to cool.

7. Develop Place the wafer in a bath of SU-8 developer for 7 minutes. Gently

shake beaker to provide agitation during the development step to speed the

process along.
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8. Hard bake Place the wafer on a 65◦C hotplate for 5 minutes, then ramp up to

a temperature above 100◦C and hold for 5 minutes. Allow to cool.

A.6 Process for 20µm oblique wedge mold

The oblique wedge process was developed to create features where both faces of the

wedge were offset from vertical. This means that the second exposure must be both

angled and aligned. Rather than using a traditional contact aligner, the process calls

for the use of a wafer mask that could be aligned and clamped to the mold wafer in

a bonding jig. This wafer mask is a quartz wafer with an aluminum pattern. The

pattern was transferred into the aluminum film using the same recipe described above

in ”1st stage: Aluminum patterning”. With both the mold wafer and the wafer mask

in hand, the process proceeds as follows:

1. Clean Starting with the mold wafer that has already completed the Al pattern-

ing, rinse the wafer thoroughly in Acetone, Methanol, and Isopropyl Alcohol

(IPA) in that order. Dry wafer using nitrogen or clean dry air gun.

2. Singe Singe wafer on a hotplate for 5 minutes at a temperature greater than

110◦C.

3. First spincoat Place wafer inside spin coater centered on chuck. Dispense

approximately 10 mL of SU-8 2035 onto the center of the wafer, being careful

to limit the amount of bubbles that may form by pouring in a steady flow,

and by cutting off the small, final streams of SU-8 with a wipe which can be

disposed. The program for the spinner is as follows:

(a) spin 500 RPM for 30 sec with a 100 RPM/s ramp rate

(b) spin 1100 RPM for 30 sec with a 300 RPM/s ramp rate (target thickness

of 80 µm)

4. Pre-bake The pre-bake step starts on a hotplate at 65◦C or less. From this

temperature, the hotplate should be ramped up to 95◦C in no less than 5

minutes. The wafer should be held at a temperature of >90◦C for 5 minutes.
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5. Align mold-wafer and wafer-mask In the EV Align machine at SNF us-

ing the Aluminum wafer bonding jig, align and clamp the mold-wafer to the

wafer-mask. A piece of the UV absorbent material from Gam Products must

be taped down beneath the mold-wafer to prevent reflected light off of the alu-

minum to expose masked volumes of SU-8. Once the wafer-mask is aligned

above the mold-wafer, they are brought into contact and can be mechanically

clamped. NOTE: This is the stage of the process that could not be achieved.

The movement of EV Align as it brought the two wafers into contact shifted their

alignment, and the mechanically clamped wafers were never properly aligned.

Redesigning the EV Align recipe could possibly fix this issue.

6. First exposure The first exposure is done in the MERL Cleanshop under the

collimated UV light source. Use the angled wafer jig with an angle of 50◦. Use

filter.

7. Second exposure Remove the wafer from the bonding jig and flip it over so

that the backside is facing the UV light source. Adjust the angle of the jig

to 30◦ and exposure with 405 mW/cm2 (typically 2 x 75.0 seconds with a 10

second rest) use filter.

8. Post-exposure bake Place the wafer on a 65◦C hotplate for 1 minutes, then

ramp or switch to a 95◦C temperature and hold for 4 minutes. Allow to cool.

9. Develop Place the wafer in a bath of SU-8 developer for 7 minutes. Gently

shake beaker to provide agitation during the development step to speed the

process along.

10. Hard bake Place the wafer on a 65◦C hotplate for 5 minutes, then ramp up to

a temperature above 100◦C and hold for 5 minutes. Allow to cool.



Appendix B

Matrix method for plane frame

structures

A general description of the matrix method for plane frame structures including an

example problem can be found in [172]. Much of this work’s analysis was based off of

that text. Below is the specific implementation for the hierarchical suspension layer

model, outlined in 6.2 and shown in Figure 6.10.

In the simulation, the problem is run as a 15 segment planar frame with the angle

of the beams set at 55 degrees. The center link of the planar structure was sufficiently

removed from the outer elements so that edge effects caused less than 0.5% differ-

ence between inner links. The simulation was run four times varying one parameter

each time. These parameters were stalk spacing (s), membrane thickness (t), Young’s

modulus (E), and stalk height (h). The nominal values of these parameters were 1.0

mm for s, 200 µm for t, 1 MPa for E, and 1.5 mm for h.

This example in pseudo code uses stalk spacing as the varying parameter, but is

consistent with all four simulations performed. All simulations were performed in

MatlabTM.

• Define non-varying parameters for each segment (t,E,h, theta)

129
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• Map distributed preload force to end actions on nodes (this force was chosen

based on the empirically determined preload required to compress Hierarchy 1

to 75% of its initial height)

• for s of 500 µm to 2000 µm

– Compute cross sectional area and moment of inertia for each beam

– Compute matrix elements K11, K22, K2, K33 for each beam

– Compile 6x6 local stiffness matrices and 6x6 rotation matrices for each

beam

– Compute 6x6 global stiffness matrices for each beam

– Compile complete 48x48 frame stiffness matrix and frame equation

– Reduce frame stiffness matrix to 24x24 by eliminating rows and columns

that correspond to fixed nodes (zero displacement or rotation)

– Solve the frame equation for the resulting displacements and rotations due

to specified end actions mapped above

– Store displacements and rotations imparted on the two middle nodes

• for each solved system

– Check that x and y displacements are equal for both center nodes

– Compute peak to trough distance due to rotations of nodes

– Store peak to trough distance

• Plot peak to trough distance versus stalk spacing parameter
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